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I. Introduction 


The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) at 
the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS} asked the Census Bureau to 
add questions about proof of paternity to the Child Support Topical Module of 
the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) . The Center for Survey 
Methods Research (CSMR) was asked by Demographic Surveys Division (DSD} to 
conduct research on the proposed questions. The purpose of the data 
collection is to estimate the number of children who have paternity
established but who are not covered by legal child support obligations by 
thei r father. The goal of the research was to revise the proposed proof of 
paternity questions and pretest the questions to determine if respondents 
would (1) be able to comprehend the questions; (2) have the knowledge to 
answer the questions and; (3) consider the questions too sensitive to answer 
or to continue with an interview. 

The first version of the paternity questions was drafted with guidance of 
staff from ASPE . Then, cognitive think-aloud interviews were conducted in two 
phases. The results from the think-aloud interviews were used to revise the 
proof of paternity questions for use in a field test . The revised -questi ons 
were then tested in a field test and an interviewer debriefing was held 
following the test. A final version of the questions was recommended as a 
result of the field test analyses. 

This report is organized as follows. First, the research methodology is 
described. Second, definitions of terms related to paternity are discussed 
along with some questionnaire design issues that influenced the initial 
development of the proof of paternity questi ons. Third , the analysis of the 
cognitive interviews and the recommended wording changes are presented. 
Fourth, the field test and results from the response distribution analysis, 
the behavior coding analysis, respondent debriefing, and interviewer 
debriefing are discussed . In the conclusion of the report, our final 
recommendations for the proof of paternity question series are presented. 

A. Methodology 

In order to collect information about what respondents know about proof of 
paternity, staff from CSMR designed a study using both cognitive laboratory 
thin k-aloud interviews and a field test to develop and pretest the paternity 
questions. The laboratory technique of cognitive think-aloud interviews was 
used in this study to determine how concepts and questions were understood. 
A nonrandom sample of 24 women who do not have paternity established for their 
children were interviewed in order for us to determine the best way to 
operationalize survey concepts (e.g. establishing paternity} and to determine 
specific question wording. 

A field test of 29 households was conducted and various question evaluation 
techniques were used. These included behavior coding analysis, response
distribution analysis, and respondent and interviewer debriefings. During the 
field test Field Representatives (FRs) tape recorded "live" interviews . 
Subsequently, behavior coding was conducted. Behavior coding is used to 
systematically code exchanges between FRs and respondents. The coding 
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provided information about the delivery and reception of a question and 
provided information about the degree to which a question may be problematic.
In addition to behavior codtng, an analysis of response distributions allowed 
us to examine response patterns to particular questions. Any response 
patterns that occurred which were different than expected indicated an 
improvement or a problem with existing question wording. Respondent
debriefings consisted of adding probing questions to the ehd of the interview. 
The debriefing questions informed us about the respondents' perceptions of the 
questions asked during the interview. Interviewer debriefings provided us 
with qualitative information that was complementary to the more quantitative
information obtained by our response distribution and behavior coding
analysis. For further discussion of laboratory techniques and field tests see 
DeMaio, T., Mathiowetz, N., Rothgeb, Beach, M. E., Durant, S., 1993. 

B. Proposed uproof of Paternity• Questions 

Researchers from the Census Bureau representing CSMR, DSD, Housing, Household 
and Economics Statistics {HHES), and researchers from ASPE met to discuss the 
definitions of the proposed "proof of paternity" questions {See Exhibit 1). 
The questions would be asked about all children who were not covered by legal
child support agreements, as identified in the Child Support Supplement to the 
SIPP. Methods to establish paternity for these children include whether: 

{l) 	 a child's parents were ever-married; 
(2) 	 some type of court action ever occurred; 
(3) 	 blood or genetic tests were ever taken; 
(4) 	 the child's father signed the birth certificate; and 
(5) 	 the child's father signed any other paper of acknowledgement of 

paternity 

1. 	 Design Problems with the Proposed Questions 

Three types of problems that could produce measurement error existed with the 
proposed questions: the layout of the questions, the operationalization of 
the concepts; and the possibility that ever-married women would construe the 
questions as inappropriate. Another issue, that is not a design problem, but 
is one that was addressed as this research was conducted was whether 
respondents thought these questions were too sensitive to be asked . Each of 
these problems are discussed in more detail below. 

The first problem was that the layout of the questions was quite confusing. 
The initial proof of paternity questions were designed for Field 
Representatives (FRs) to "read all responses" and "mark all that apply". In 
order to do this, FRs would need to read the list of "proofs of paternity", 
one at a time, down the side of 'the page while only recording "yes" responses 
(according to the child number and letter referencing one of the five "proof 
of paternity" questions) across the page. 

Also, it appeared that the introductory sentence to the proposed questions was 
supposed to be a definition of paternity, although the warp paternity 
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Exhibit 1 

Proposed Questions to be Added to the 

Child Support Topical Module to the SIPP 


One reason why families may not have a [written] child support agreement or award i s t hat 
the child's father has not taken any action to legally establish his rights and obligations 
as the child ' s father. 

Do any of the following proofs of paternity exist for your child(ren) that are [covered by
the unwritten child agreement or understanding] not covered by a child support agreement 
or understanding? 

Read responses . Mark all that apply for each child [covered by the unwritten agreement] 
not covered by an agreement. 

ITEM PERSON TYPE OF PROOF 

# A B c D E 

A. 

B. 
c. 
0. 

E. 

Marriage to 

child ' s other parent?

Court action? 

Blood/genetic tests? 

Father signed birth 

certificate? 

Father signed other 

paper of acknowledgement? 


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - Yes Yes - Yes Yes - Yes - -- Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes-
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appeared for the first time in the question following the introductory 
sentence. The list of "proofs of paternity" that followed were intended to 
operationalize what is meant by "establishing paternity", but the respondent 
may not have understood that connection. The layout of the questions made 
this even more problematic as the "proofs" were read as a list of items and 
not separate direct questions. Because of this, the respondent may not have 
realized that she was supposed to answer either "yes" or "no" to each item on 
the list. 

The second problem was that there were operationalization problems with some 
of the items listed as "proofs of paternity"." ASPE advised us that a man 
must have taken a blood test and it proved he was the father of the child for 
a woman to accurately respond "yes" to the question about "blood/genetic 
tests". ASPE also advised us that the type of proof of paternity labeled 
"father signed other papers of acknowledgement" referred to legal statements 
about paternity such as an "acknowledgement of paternity", or a "declaration 
of parentage" that has been signed and notarized1

• It also included 
documents where the children are named as legal dependents, such as on their 
father's insurance papers or taxes and it refers to cards or letters given to 
the child signed "dad". As the question was proposed, the inclu~gn of these 
documents was not apparent . 

The third issue was that the first "proof of paternity" that was asked was 
"marriage to child's other parent?" Since marriage to the child's other 
parent is a presumption of paternity, it could be problematic to ask women who 
have been married to their child's father the remaining questions about other 
types of proof of paternity . Additionally, it is inappropriate to ask a 
never-married woman if she was ever married to the father of her child(ren). 

Lastly, the information on proof of paternity proposed for data collection 
could be perceived as sensitive to respondents. Since the proposed types of 
"proofs of paternity" are not mutually exclusive, some of the proposed
questions could be considered redundant and unnecessarily burdensome. This 
perception of redundancy and burden could increase sensitivity for those 
respondents who are already unhappy with the nature of the question. 

2. Solutions to the Design Problems 

In' an attempt to reduce measurement error, we revised the proposed questions 
to improve respondent comprehension and better operationalize the types of 
proofs of paternity. The list of different proofs of paternity was revised to 
become completely separate "yes"/"no" direct questions (See Exhibit 2) in an 
effort to better communicate to respondents what is being asked. An 
additional question for women with multiple children not covered by child 

1 Across the U.S., there is a wide range of names referring to a legal
statement of paternity signed by the father. For convenience, in this study we 
referred to it as an "acknowledgment of paternity". Examples of other names for 
this type of document are "acknowledgement of parentage" and "declaration of 
parentage". 
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Exhibit 2 

List of Questions Asked in Phase I 
of the Cognitive Interviews 

Introduction 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments i s 

because there was never a ruling that legally identified the father. 


Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

One way to legally identify the father is through marriage. 


Was ... ever married to (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through a Court Action 

Did a court ever legally identify (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a blood test? 


Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 

A father may al so voluntarily sign a paper that legally identifies him as the child' s father. 


Did (child's name) father's ever sign (child's name) birth certificate? 


Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Papers Acknowledging Paternity

Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper that says he is (child's name) father? 


Do the Children Have the Same Father 

Do (names of all children) all have the same father? 
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support agreements was also added so it could be determined if all of their 
ch i1 dren had the same father2

• 

We also decided to ask a filter question of ever-married women. If they had 
ever been married to their child's father, they would not be asked any other 
questions about paternity. Never-married women would not be asked if they had 
ever been married to their child(ren)'s father. Last, we redesigned the 
layout of the questions to incorporate check items and skip instructions to 
roster children not covered by legal agreements through the proof of paternity 
questions. 

3. 	 Explanation of "Proof of Paternity" Rosters 

A combination of questions and check items placed in the beginning of the 
child support module facilitates the determination of which of the 
respondent's children are not covered by legal agreements (See Appendix A page
55-56). The questions assemble each of the respondent's child support 
eligible children into a roster consisting of three categories. The 
categories are: 

(1) 	 "no child support agreement"; 
(2) 	 "covered by the most recent agreement"; and 
(3) 	 "covered by all other agreements". 

FRs ask the series of questions about child support agreements for each child 
who has a parent living outside of the home . Each child must have a "yes" 
marked in only one of the three categories referred to above. A followup
question determines whether or not the "most recent agreem~nt" refers to a 
"written legal agreement" about child support or an "unwritten verbal 
agreement". Later in the interview the FR will ask respondents the "proof of 
paternity" questions about each child identified as "not covered by an 
agreement" and each child identified as "covered by a verbal child support 
agreement." 

Four separate "proof of paternity" rosters were designed. Each distinct 
roster contains the same identical set of questions about paternity, but each 
incorporates different skip patterns to reflect the exact nature .of the 
respondent's situation. All children not covered by legal agreements are 
rostered through the proof of paternity questions (See Appendix A pp. 60-63 
and pp. 66-69 for copies of the rosters used in the Field Test). The 
distinctions between the rosters are dependent upon whether: 

(1) 	 th.e child(ren) was(were) covered by a verbal child support 
agreement; or 

(2) 	 was(were) not covered by a child support agreement; and 
(3) 	 whether the woman was never married; or 
(4) 	 ever married. 

2 In the current SIPP Child Support Topical Module, o'ne of the questions 
asks parents who have children not covered by child support agreements: "Do all 
of . . . 's children without a child support award have the same absent parent?". 
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During analyses, data from all four rosters were combined and reported • 
collectively, regardless of the children's child support agreement status and 
the respondent's marital status . 

II. Cognitive Interviews 

A. Methodology 

This section of the report presents a brief summary of the results from two 
phases of cognitive interviews conducted in October and November of 1993. The 
cognitive interviews presented the proof of paternity questions in the context 
of the current SIPP Child Support Topical Module. Respondents were asked all 
relevant module questions, including the additional proof of paternity 
questions. At the end of the interview, the women were asked a few debriefing
questions to determine their perceptions of the sensitivity of the questions 
(See Appendix B for a copy of the Phase I protocol). 

Respondents in both"phases of cognitive interviews were given $25.00 to 
compensate them for their participation. The first phase consist~p of 16 
interviews. Based on our review of these interviews we made revisions to the 
wording of the paternity questions for the second phase of cognitive 
interviews. Seven women were interviewed in the second phase. Once the 
second phase was completed, we made a few more recommendations for changes to 
the paternity questions. These recommended paternity questions were 
administered in the field test discussed in section IV of this report. 

In order to more easily follow the stages of question development, each 
question is presented and discussed individually for phase one, and then 
discussed a second time for phase two . The specific wording of each of the 
types of proofs of paternity questions tested in the interviews is wr itten in 
ital ics at the beginning of each discussion. At the end of the discussion of 
a question, recommendations for the next phase of testing are indented and in 
italics. 

B. Review of Paternity Questions - Phase I 

Due to time constraints, ASPE helped us quickly recruit respondents by
contacting a judge presiding over paternity cases at a local courthouse and 
asking for his assistance. All but three of the 16 Phase I respondents were 
recruited at the courthouse. The other three respondents were recruited 
through acquaintances. The women ' s primary purpose for being in the 
courthouse was to establish paternity in order to determine a child support 
obligation. Thus, many of the participants were very familiar with the legal 
language used in paternity and child support cases. In fact, contrary to what 
we expected, many of these respondents initiated use of the term "establishing 
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paternity" in response to our probes3
• In addition, the legal process of 

establishing paternity and determining a support obligation was quite salient 
to these respondents, for obvious reasons . 

1. Paternity Established Through a Court Acti~n 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
support payments is because there was never a ruling that 1ega11y
identified the father. 

Did a court ever legally identify (child's name) father? 

We read the introductory sentence and then invnediately read the first question
before probing. In most cases respondents understood the intended meaning of 
the introduction and question. However, in answer to probes, those 
respondents who were interviewed in the courthouse suggested that they
included blood tests taken to identify the father as part of their 
interpretation of this question." To them, taking a blood test was synonymous
with establishing paternity. In fact, there was one respondent who believed 
that "legally identified by a court" referred to the situation when the father 
admitted paternity only after taking a blood test. 

If the father voluntarily admitted paternity without submitting to a blood 
test, then she did not believe he had been identified by a court, even if he 
admitted paternity while in a court room. However, this seemed to be an 
extreme interpretation as compared to other respondents, and is probably a 
result of the fact that the father of this respondent's child admitted 
paternity without taking a blood test. Consistent with her interpretation of 
the question, this respondent answered "no" to this question, though the 
correct response was "yes." 

There are several possible reasons why respondents were not able to think of 
the father being identified by a court outside of the context of a blood test . 
One is that most of our respondents had to get a blood test done before the 
father would admit paternity. So to them, the two scenarios go hand-in-hand. 
Another reason could be that the question is not worded in a way that 
emphasizes a court ruling or a court process. It could be that respondents 
are only hearing "legally identified" and associating this with a blood test . 
In fact, the term a "court ruling" is never directly stated in either the 
question or the introduction . Including "court ruling" in the actual question 
may take some of the emphasis off of the word "identify." 

Since respondents did misinterpret the question, we felt it necessary to 
reword the question to emphasize a "court ruling." The wording for the 
second phase of interviews was: 

3 In focus groups conducted with women who had never been married, Miller 
and Schaeffer (1992) found that women from this population were not familiar with 
term "establishing paternity. " 
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One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about 
child support payments is because there was never a ru1ing that 
legally id~ntified the child's father. 

Was there ever a court ruling that legally identified (child's name) 
father? 

2. Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
support payments is because there was never a ruling that legally 
identified the father. 

One way to legally identify the father is through marriage. Was .. 
ever married to (child's name) father? 

We only had two respondents in our first phase of interviewing that were "ever 
married" and were asked this question . One respondent was married to her 
child's father, and the other was not. In both cases, the respondent answered 
this question quickly and without difficulty. Hence, no changes were made to 
this question for the second phase of interviews. 

3. Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

Was (child's name) father ever 1ega11y identified by a blood test? 

None of our respondents had any difficulty with this question. This is not 
surprising since, as mentioned above, many of them already had or were going 
to have a blood test done by order of the court or by the request of the 
alleged father. In response to our probes, respondents could explain what a 
blood test is in basic terms and why it is done . Thus, no changes were made 
for the second phase of interviewing. 

4. Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 

A father may also voluntarily sign a paper that 1ega°71y identifies him 
as the chi1d's father. 

Did (child's name) father ever sign (child's name) birth certificate? 

The transition sentence and the question were both read before we began
probing . Almost every respondent reported that neither the father nor they
themselves actually signed the birth certificate. They explained that instead 
of signing the birth certificate, they signed some type of form at the 
hospital that had allowed for their name and the father's name to be put on 
the birth certificate. In many cases the respondent interpreted the question 
to be asking whether the father's name was typed on the birth certificate. In 
their experience, that is the only manner in which the father's name would 
appear on the birth certificate. 
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Another difficulty occurred as a result of the introductory sentence. 
Initially, the introductory sentence was intended to serve as a transition 
between the question about blood tests and the next two questions concerning 
the father's signature on the birth certificate or his signature on an 
acknowledgement of paternity, both of which are legal proofs of paternity.
However, because the introductory sentence directly preceded the birth 
certificate question , it influenced respondents' interpretation of the birth 
certificate question. 

Specifically, respondents were often interpreting "a paper that legally
identifies him as the child's father" to be referring to one of two things . 
The first was any hospital form that asks for the father's signature. The 
other interpretation was that it referred to a notarized acknowledgement of 
paternity. These interpretations were carried over into the interpretation of 
question about the birth certificate. When answering the birth certificate 
question , respondents could have been thinking of either of these two 
scenarios, or of the father signing the birth certificate. However, only the 
latter was the intended interpretation. 

To remedy these problems we made two major changes to the questicih- before we 
began the next phase of interviewing . First, we deleted the transitional 
sentence between the blood test and the birth certificate questions. Second, 
we changed the wording of the birth certificate question to be consistent with 
the situation described by respondents. For the second phase of interviews, 
the question read: 

Is (child's name) father's name on (child's name) birth 
certificate? 

5. 	 Paternity Established Through the Father ' s Signature on Papers
Acknowledging Paternity 

Did (child ' s name) father ever sign any other paper that says he is 
(child's name) father? 

Some respondents interpreted th i s question in the same or similar manner as 
they had the prior question about signing the birth certificate. In fact, one 
respondent specifically said she was thinking of a birth certificate. Another 
respondent said she thought the question was referring to some type of legal 
document that served the same purpose as a birth certificate . Most 
respondents, however, also included in their interpretation a description of 
some type of acknowledgement of paternity, which was the intended meani ng of 
the question. However, many of our respondents may be aware of the official 
"acknowledgement of paternity" papers becaus~ they are going through the court 
system to establish paternity. 

The term "other paper" was designed with some ambiguous intentions. As 
designed, people were including as an "other paper" other things such as 
insurance papers , birthday cards, bank papers or public assistance forms. As 
we discussed the meaning of this question with ASPE, we were advised that 
inclusion of these types of documents could be problematic for their 
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definition of proof of paternity because depending on the state, the court, 
etc., such papers may or may not be considered legal proofs of paternity. In 
no situation would any of these be legally considered as strong of a proof of 
paternity as a signed acknowledgement. of paternity statement. Thus, a person 
who responds "yes" to this question while only thinking of an insurance form 
or a birthday card would not legally have the same proof of paternity as 
someone with a signed and notarized acknowledgement of paternity statement. 

For the second phase of interviews we changed the wording of this question
with three goals in mind. First we wanted to make sure that respondents were 
not thinking about a birth certificate as a possible document to be included 
iri this question. Second, we wanted to clarify the term "other paper" and 
make it obvious we were referring only to a legal document such as an 
acknowledgement of paternity. However, we did not want to use the term 
"acknowledgement of paternity" specifically, since not all ' areas of the 
country refer to this type of document by this name . And third, we wanted to 
include a separate question which would cover insurance papers, birthday
cards, etc., signed by the father, which could be used in a court to 
establish paternity. The revised question and the additional question to be 
tested in the second phase of interviews were: 

Other than an application for a birth certificate, did (child's 
name) father ever voluntarily sign a legal paper stating that he 
is (child's name) father? 

Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper, such as a 
personal letter or insurance papers, that could identify him as 
(child's name) father? 

6. Do the Children Have the Same Father 

Do (names of all children) all have the same father? 

As explained previously, this question is asked in one of two places during 
the interview depending on whether the mother has ever been married. If the 
mother has more than one child and was married to her youngest child's father , 
then this is the second question asked in the paternity series. If the mother 
has never been married and has more than one child, she is asked this question 
at the end of the paternity series. 

Respondents had no difficulties understanding the question. All respondents
who were asked this question were able and willing to provide an answer. 
Hence, no changes were made for the second phase of interviewing . 

C. Review of Proof of Paternity Questions - Phase II 

Respondents for this phase of the interviews were recruited primarily by word
of-mouth. A child care provider known by one of the researchers were asked to 
help recruit single mothers to be cognitive interview respondents. Several 
other respondents were recruited via a flyer -Oistributed in a local day care 
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center. These recruiting methods helped minimize the number of respondents 
who were currently involved in the legal process of establishing paternity to 
determine child support obligations. Minimizing this type of respondent is 
beneficial because it allows us to speak with respondents who may not be 
familiar with the legal process of establishing paternity and thus, not as 
likely to be accustomed to thinking about the type of information we were 
asking about. 

ASPE provided some specific feedback on the changes we made to the paternity 
questions concerning birth certificates and acknowledgements of paternity~ 
after the first phase of interviews. Unfortunately, we had already conducted 
three of the seven second phase interviews when we received their comments . 
We decided to incorporate their suggestions into the remaining phase two 
cognitive interviews and test them in the final four interviews. Due to time 
constraints we were not able to conduct any more then four interviews with the 
questions that reflected ASPE's suggestions. Their comments, are however 
addressed within the discussion of each of the following questions. 

Towards the end of the Phase II interviews, Field Division (FLO) staff were 
developing the field representatives' self-study materials for the -field test . 
While preparing the materials , they suggested using more pronouns in the 
question fills rather than proper names. This suggestion was incorporated
into our recommendations for the paternity questions to be used in the field 
test and is included in this section in the discussion of each relevant 
question . 

Each of the proof of paternity questions asked in the second phase of 
cognitive interviews is included in Exhibit 3 below. The versions of the 
birth certificate and the acknowledgement of paternity questions prior to and 
after receiving input from HHS staff are also included . 

1. Paternity Established Through a Court Ruling 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
support payments is because there was never a ruling that legally 
identified the child's father. 

Was there ever a court ruling that legally identified (child's name)
father? 

Typically, respondents interpreted this version of the question as intended. 
All respondents except one, who was confused from the start of the interview, 
felt that this question was asking whether the father had been identified in a 
court of law. According to these respondents, being identified in a court of 
law could occur either by admitting to paternity in a court, signing an 
acknowledgement of paternity which is provided as legal evidence in a court 
ruling, or by _takin~ a blood test and having the results used as part of the 
court process. 
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Exhibit 3 

List of Quest ions Asked in Phase II 
of the Cognitive Interviews 

Introduction 
One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments is 

because there was never a ruling that legally identified the child's father. 


Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

One way to legally identify the child's father is through marriage. 


Was ... ever married to (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through a Court Action 

Was there ever a court ruling that legally identified (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a blood test? 


Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 


Version 1 

Is (child's name) father's name on (child ' s name) birth certificate? 


and 

Version 2 

Did (child ' s name) father ever wri te hi s signature on the applicat ion for (ch i ld' s name) 

birth certificat e? 


Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 


Version 1 

Other than an application for a birth certificate, did (child's name) father ever voluntarily 

sign a legal paper stating that he is (child's name) father? 


and 

Version 2 

Other then the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name) father ever sign a 

statement that legally specified that he is (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Other Papers 

Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper, such as a personal letter or insurance 

papers, that could identify him as (child's name) father? 


Do the Children Have the Same Father 

Do (names of all children) all have the same father? 
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It should be noted, though, that all of the never-married respondents 
mentioned a blood test as part of their interpretation of the question. The 
two ever-married respondents did not include a blood test as part of their · 
initial interpretation of the question. This suggests that blood tests, among
the never-married population, are perceived as a typical part of the process 
for establishing proof of paternity. Thus, among the never-married 
population, blood tests may be frequently included in the interpretation of 
this question about a court ruling to identify the father. 

We did make some minor changes to the question even though respondents seemed 
to understand it ~orrectly. One change was to put the question in the active 
voice instead of the passive voice. We also removed the phrase "ruling that 
legally identified" from the introductory sentence for two reasons. The fi.rst 
reason is because the phrase sounded unnecessarily redundant once the question 
itself included the phrase "court ruling." The second reason is a result of a 
comment made by a respondent who was married to her child's father. 

When pressed for an interpretation of "ruling that legally identified the 
child's father" she indicated that the phrase suggested to her that in the 
situation when the parents of the child were not married, a blood.test was 
probably necessary to establish paternity. Although it is not incorrect to 
interpret the question in this manner, it may make the next question about a 
blood test seem redundant . Because this phrase continued to introduce the 
concept of a blood test into the respondents' interpretation of the question, 
we felt that perhaps it was part of the reason why our never-married 
respondents thought of presenting blood test results in a court room when 
answering this question. We also felt that the introduction to the proof of 
paternity questions should introduce all of the questions that follow and not 
just the question about court actions. The question wording recommended for 
the field test was: 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about chi ld 
support payments is because the child's father was never 1ega77y
identified. 

Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a court ruling? 

2. Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
support payments is because there was never a ruling that lega77y
identified the child's father. One way to 7ega77y identify the child's 
father is through marriage. 

Was ... ever married to (child's name) father? 

Respondents for this question had all been married at some point and had no 
difficulty interpreting the question . They correctly assumed that asking 
about marriage to the father of the child was a way to determine whether 
paternity had been established. Thus, the wording of the introductory 

.sentence was changed to be consistent with the wording of the introductory 
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sentence for never-married women, but no other changes were made to the 
question itself. 

One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
support payments is because the child's father was never 7ega17y 
identified. One way to legally identify the child's father is through
marriage. 

Was ... ever married to· (child's name) father? 

3. Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

Was (child's name) father ever 1ega11y identified by a blood test? 

Respondents interpreted this question correctly in the second phase of 
interviews . However, as mentioned earlier, FLD staff suggested that when 
possible, we use pronouns instead of proper names for the fills. Since the 
previous question used a proper name in the fill, we recommended using a 
pronoun for this fill. 

Was (his/her) father ever legally identified by a blood test? 

4. Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 

Is (child's name) father's name on (child's name) birth certificate? 

We revised this question to be consistent with the situations respondents 
described in the first phase of interviews. As a result, respondents had no 
problem interpreting or answering this question. However, this is one of the 
questions for which ASPE staff suggested a revision after we had begun t he 
second round of interviews . According to ASPE, the procedures for putt ing a 
man's name on the birth certificate varies across states. In fact, in some 
states, neither one of the parent's name is on the child's birth certificate. 
In other states, both parents must sign a document for their names to appear
and, as our respondents suggested, the man may not always be present when the 
woman requests that his name appear on the birth certificate. Thus in many 
cases, it can not be assumed that he acknowledges the child as his own. 

Given the multiple procedures across states concerning birth certificates, the 
only certain proof of paternity is when the father signs his own signature on 
the application for the birth certificate . ASPE staff advised us that the 
application for a birth certificate is a mandatory part of the birth records 
kept by the Division of Vital Records within each state. As a result, the 
practice is probably fairly standard across all states. Thus, to determine 
whether proof of paternity had been established through birth records, we 
reworded the question for the last four respondents to ask whether the father 
himself had signed the application for the child's birth certificate. The 
specific wording was: 
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"Did (child's name) father ever write his signature on the appUcation 
for (chi1d' s name) birth certificate." 

This version of the question seemed to communicate clearly to two of the 
respondents that in order for them to respond positively to this question, the 
father must have put his own signature on the birth certificate or the 
application for the birth certificate . One respondent made the exact 
distinction we were targeting. She said that she had given the hospital the 
father's name and it was on the birth certificate, but the· father himself 
never signed the birth certificate or the application for the birth 
certificate. She answered "no." A second respondent said "yes" to this · 
question, adding that the father had signed for the birth certificate himself. 
The other two respondents, however, had some difficulty with the question. 
One respondent couldn't remember back to when her son was born, so she wasn't 
sure what her ex-husband had si~ned. She assumed that she and the father had 
signed wherever was appropriate. The last respondent never did provide her 
interpretation of the question. She simply kept insisting that "hospitals
don't do that anymore." This respondent though, was upset from the beginning 
of the interview and had a difficult time with all questions . 

Since two respondents did interpret the question correctly, and since the 
other respondents had special circumstances , we decided to recommend the 
revised version of this question for the field test interviews. The only
other minor change we made was to substitute a pronoun in the question fill 
rather than a proper name . The question for the field test was: 

Did (his/her) father ever write his signature on the app7ication for 
(child's name) birth certificate? 

5. Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 

Other than an application for a birth certificate , did (child's name)
father ever voluntarily sign a legal paper stating that he is (child's
name) father? 

We had asked this question of two respondents before receiving feedback from 
ASPE staff. Both of these respondents interpreted the term "legal paper" 
differently. One respondent at first could not verbalize her interpretation 
of legal paper, but instead focused on the word "voluntarily." After some 
probing she finally indicated that she thought the question was asking about 
any kind of paper, legal or not, that the father voluntarily signed. As 
examples, she mentioned a statement of paternity on a sheet of regular 
notebook paper, or medical forms. This respondent's answer suggested that she 
was not clear as to what "legal papers" referred to, so she was using the word 
"voluntarily" as a cue. for how to interpret the question . 

4 This woman reported that at one time she and her child's father had been 
married, thus, during the interview she skipped over the remaining questions 
concerning paternity. After she was asked the debriefing questions, we decided 
to go back and probe her about the other proof of paternity questions. 
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The second respondent interpreted legal papers to be any kind of legal 
contract or document that was signed for the child. As examples of a legal 
paper she named medical forms the father has signed, income taxes on which he 
claims the child as a dependent, or the forms he signed for special 
handicapped transportation for the child. Neither of these respondents were 
thinking of a notarized acknowledgement of paternity which was the intended 
meaning of the term "legal paper." 

In addition, ASPE staff felt that including the term "voluntarily" precluded 
documents that fathers must sign at a Child Support Enforcement Office which 
are considered acknowledgements of paternity. To address this problem and the 
ambiguity of the term "legal papers" we made several changes to the wording of 
the question. First, we dropped the word "voluntarily" from the question. 
Second we added a phrase after "legal paper" which was intended to communicate 
that purpose of the document was to state acknowledgement of paternity and was 
acceptable as a legal proof of paternity. In other words, if the document 
wasn't signed in a court of law or in a child support enforcement office, it 
must be notarized or signed in the presence of an attorney. The wording used 
for the final four respondents was: 

, . 

"Other than the application for the birth certificate, did (child's 
name) father ever sign a legal paper to specifically state that he is 
(child's name) father?" 

The four respondents who heard the question, with these changes, interpreted 
it basically as intended . All four mentioned that the question was about a 
document other than the birth certificate, and suggested that it was a 
statement of paternity signed by the father. However, one respondent said 
"legal papers" referred to "court papers" which could be many things other 
than an acknowledgement of paternity . A second respondent mentioned "blood 
test papers 11 which are similar to, but not necessarily the same as an 
acknowledgement of paternity. Thus, the only changes we made for the version 
of the question to be recommended for the field test were to include the word 
"statement" as suggested by one respondent, and to drop the term "legal paper"
since it still seemed to be inducing some unintended interpretations. The 
recommended wording was: 

Other than the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name)
father ever sign a statement that legally specified that he is (child's
name) father? 

6. Paternity Established Through the Father 1 s Signature on .Other Papers 

Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper, such as a personal Tetter 
or insurance papers, that could identify him as (child's name) father? 

All respondents were asked the same version of this question. Basically they 
interpreted it correctly, and answered without difficulty. However, when 
directly probed for their interpretation, respondents seemed to focus mainly 
on insurance papers . Although this isn't an incorrect interpretation, we did 
not want respondents to exclude other forms of potential proofs of paternity . 
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Thus, we made a minor wording change to remove some of the emphasis on 
insurance papers and to put more emphasis on other potential forms of proof of 
paternity. 

Did (hjs/ her) father ever sign any other paper, such as insurance 
papers, a personal letter or a card, that could identify him as (child's
name) father? 

D. Review of the Debriefing Questions 

At the end of each cognitive interview, most respondents were asked debriefing 
questions concerning their perceptions of the sensitivity of the questions in 
the interview in general , and about the paternity questions specifically. 
Though we were primarily interested in the perceived sensitivity of the 
paternity questions, we did not want to target these questions alone. There 
are two reasons for this. One is that if we only allowed respondents a single 
opportunity to express their concerns (i.e . debriefing them on just the 
paternity questions), it is possible that any negative feelings they had in 
reaction to any question on the questionnaire would be vented i n-·thi s one 
opportunity. With just one opportunity for debriefing it is possible that we 
would receive their reaction to the paternity questions as well as other 
questions , such as questions about the amount of money they receive from the 
father of the child. 

A second reason for not wanting to target only the paternity questions is that 
the strongest indication of sensitivity to an item, other than refusing to 
an swer an item, would be for the respondent to identify the sensitive questi on 
independent of any suggestion from the FR . We felt that we would have 
st ronger evi dence of a problem with the patern ity questions i f respondents 
volunteered thi s information on the ir own. 

However, by not directing the respondent s to the patern ity quest ions, it i s 
possible that we would not receive any positive or negative feedback about the 
paternity questions . In the end, we composed two questions . One question
asked respondents if they were comfortable or uncomfortable answering any of 
the questions in the interview, and the other asked if they were comfortable 
or uncomfortable answering the questions about a legal ruling to identify the 
child's father . The wording "legal ruling to identify the child's father" was 
included in the question because we were not sure whether all respondents
would know what the word "paternity" meant. The respondent debriefing 
questions were : 

• How did you fee1 while answering the questions in this interview? 
Were you comfortable, uncomfortable, or something else? 

• How did you fee7 while answering the questions that asked about a 
legal ruling to identify your child's father? - Were you comfortable, 
uncomfortable, or something else? 

As a third measure of the perceived sensitivity of the paternity questions , we 
tried to gauge the l ikelihood of respondents.to continue or discontinue the i r 
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future participation in the survey upon completion of the child support and 
paternity questions. OSD felt that i.f the paternity questions were perceived 
as sensitive it might increase the rate of attrition for the next wave of SIPP 
interviews. However, assessing the likelihood of a future behavior in a 
different situation is quite difficult . In essence, we are asking respondents 
to imagine a hypothetical situation and then predict how they would react in 
that situation. So though ·we include respondents answers to this question, we 
caution about making inferences based on the results. 

Of our 23 total respondents in Phases I and II, only 16 were asked the 
debriefing questions . Of these 16, only two respondents gave any negative
feedback in response to the debriefing questions, and both of these 
respondents had special situations that affected their response. For one of 
these respondents, the father of one of her children had just recently passed 
away, and her other child was suffering from cerebral palsy. Her comment 
about the questions was that she was a little uncomfortable talking about the 
father of her child, presumably because he had just passed away . She also 
commented that she was a little uncomfortable talking about her daughter with 
cerebral palsy because she wasn't sure how much detail to give. Thus, though
the respondent reported being slightly uncomfortable answering some- of the 
interview questions, her reasons were independent of any specific questions on 
the questionnaire. 

The other woman reported feeling uncomfortable answering all of the questions 
on the child support topical module including the paternity questions . Her 
reason was that she could not locate the father of her child because he had 
given her a false name. Upon further probing, this respondent did suggest 
that she got some cathartic value from answering the questions about legally 
identifying the father. Again, as in the above case, it seemed that the 
respondent was uncomfortable discussing the situations surrounding her child 
in general, but her feelings were independent of the questions we were asking. 

The other fourteen respondents did not vocalize any negative feelings about 
any of the questions in the interview, including the paternity questions. (A
couple of respondents did report being uncomfortable with the think aloud 
procedure at first, but that once they got used to the process, they were no 
longer uncomfortable.) When probed for reasons why they were comfortable 
answering the questions in the interview and comfortable answering the 
paternity questions specifically, reasons were fairly consistent across 
respondents. They indicated that they felt comfortable with the topic either 
because they were on good terms with the father(s) of their child(ren), or 
because they did not think that the questions were "very personal:" 

This last reason for being comfortable and willing to discuss child support 
and paternity with the interviewer should be qualified. Most of our 
respondents were either AFDC recipients or they had entered the legal system 
on their own for the purpose of establishing paternity or for determining a 
child support order. Thus, most if not all of these questions were similar to 
questions they had heard before. From these data, it is difficult to deduce 
how these questions will be received by people not in similar situations and 
for whom the requested information might be a less frequently discussed topic. 
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The last question in the debriefing asked respondents how likely it is that 
they would participate in another interview if an interviewer called them or 
came to their house, given their experience with the interview that day. All 
respondents answered that they would be very likely to participate in the 
future. The only qualification given by some respondents was that their 
future participation would depend on the topic of the next interview. Only 
one person gave examples of interview topics for which she would not 
participate. She said she would not participate in a future interview if the 
questions were about her sexual behavior or about her health. 

As mentioned above, the responses to this last question are very limited in 
their usefulness for several reasons. Respondents are trying to predict their 
behavior in a hypothetical situation which would take place some unspecified
time in the future. In addition, respondents were never directly told that 
they would not be paid to participate in this hypothetical interview. Since 
respondents were compensated for their participation in the cognitive 
interviews, this last point alone could be a deciding factor in their 
continued participation. 

III. Field Test 

This section of the report describes the field test of the recommended proof
of paternity questions. (See Exhibit 4 on the following page for the list of 
questions asked in the Field Test and Appendix A for a copy of the full Child 
Support Supplement Interview). In this section we examine respondents'
comprehension and knowledge of the questions by exploring response 
distributions and behavior coding data obtained from the field test. We 
examine respondents, perceptions of the sensitivity of the questions by
examining their item refusal rates, responses to debriefing questions, and 
willingness to continue the SIPP interview after completing the Child Support
Module. We also report impressions of the interviews gained from the 
interviewer debriefing. 

A. Methodology 

Respondents for this research were selected from prior SIPP 1991 Wave 3 
participating households. Based on information collected from October through
December of 1991, adults who reported having a "child who was under 21 years
of age with a parent living elsewhere" were identified as having ·child
support-eligible children. For this study, we recontacted women who reported
either verbal agreements or no child support agreements for their child(ren) 5 

and whose most recent interview occurred in the summer or early fall of 1993. 

5 Women with written child support agreements were excluded from this 
research because they were either married to their chil ~' s father or they a 1 ready 
have some kind of legal document obligating the father to pay support. In any
case, paternity has already been established. Men were not contacted as they are 
not required to answer questions about proof ~f paternity. 
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Exhibit 4 


List of Questions Asked During the 

Field Test Interviews 


Introduction 


One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments is 

because the child's father was never legally identified. 


Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

One way to legally identify the child's father is through marriage. 


Was . . . ever married to (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through a Court Action 

Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a court ruling? 


Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

Was (his/her) father ever legally identified by a blood test? 


Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 

Did (his/her) father ever write his signature on the application for (child's name) birth 

certificate? 


Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 

Other than the application for a birth certificate , did (child's name) father ever sign a 

statement that legally specified that he is (child's name) father? 


Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Other Papers

Did (his/her) father ever sign any other paper, such as insurance papers, a personal letter 

or a card, that could identify him as (child's name) father? 


Do the Children Have the Same Father 

Do (names of all children) all have the same father? 
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The purpose of this last requirement was to ensure easy contact of respondents 
whose children were not covered by legal child support agreements. Six FRs in 
three Census regions (Detroit, Chicago, and Los Angeles) were asked to collect 
a total of approximately 20 taped interviews from the end of December through
the middle of January. Each FR was given a list of respondents to call and 
was asked to complete a set number of interviews, in consultation with their 
regional office. As we were interested in testing some of the more 
complicated skip patterns, we asked them to give priority for contacting 
respondents to those with multiple children . 

Before the interviews began, a pre-notification letter was sent out to 
prospective respondents . Our procedures required FRs to ask to speak to the 
eligible child support mother, even if this person had not been the primary 
household respondent throughout the duration of the panel survey . Although
self interviews were preferred, proxy interviews were permissible. 

At the beginning of the interview, FRs requested permission to tape the 
interview . Interviews were to be conducted, regardless of whether or not 
respondents agreed to be taped . Aside from taping the interviews, FRs were to 
follow standard SIPP field procedures. The standard SIPP intervi~ws usually
consist of a core set of questions about income and program participation and 
three to five additional topical modules . For this interview, respondents 
were asked SIPP core questions followed by the Child Support Topical Module 
and a few debriefing questions . 

The debriefing questions (See page 72 of Appendix A) were developed to ask 
respondents about their perceptions of the sensitivity of the interview 
questions . They were designed to be asked immediately following the child 
support topical module. After the debriefing questions, FRs were to ask to 
speak to one other SIPP eligible person. If another person was not available 
for a sel f interview, proxy interviews would be allowed. The purpose of thi s 
additional procedure was to ask respondents to continue an interview to 
determine if, after answering questions about paternity, they would cont i nue 
with the SIPP interview. 

Interviews were collected from 29 separate households in three census regions . 
(See Table 1 below). Seven proof of paternity eligible respondents had been 
married to the father of their children and, thus, these respondents did not 
answer the more detailed paternity questions. Eleven respondents answered the 
"proof of paternity" questions, and 11 interviews were ineligible for 
analysis6 

• Thus, only 18 interviews contained usable information. Fifteen 
of the 18 eligible interviews were tape recorded . Data from the 18 completed
proof of paternity interviews are reported in the section on response
distributions, data from the 15 tape recorded interviews are reported in the 

8 Three interviews were not available for analysis because there were no 
children in the household with a parent living elsewhere . The proof of paternity 
questions could not be analyzed in another four interviews because the topical 
module was based on a written child support agreement (outside the scope of this 
research) and four other proof of paternity interviews were not completed due to 
various interviewer errors. 
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Table 1 

Number of Interviewers and Number and Type of 
Child Support Interview By REGION 

Re ion 

Detroit 
Chicago 

Los Angeles 

TOTAL 

Number of 
Interviewers 

l 

2 

3 

6 

Total 
Interviews 

11 

10 

8 . 

29 

Married -
Skipped out of 

Paternity
Questions 

l 

3 

3 

7 

Paternity
Questions 

Asked 

7 

1 

3 

11 

Ineligible for 
Paternity
Question s 

3 

6 

2 

11 
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section on behavior coding analysis and data from all 29 interviews are 
reported in the section on the debriefing questions. There are two major
limitations to analysis of these data. The first is that the number of cases 
examined is very small. It is not possible to make generalizations about the 
establishment of paternity for the entire population of children not covered 
by legal agreements. The second limitation is that since one FR in Detroit 
conducted half of the proof of paternity interviews we can expect FR effects, 
especially in the behavior coding and debriefing analysis. 

C. Response Distribution 

Table 2, on the following page, shows the response distributions for all 
pretest interviews for which data on proofs of paternity were obtained. 
Throughout all of the questions, very few "don't know" (n=4) responses were 
recorded, and, at no time during any of the interviews did any of the 
respondents refuse to answer any of the questions about proofs of paternity. 

As we have stated, the proof of paternity questions are not mutually 
exclusive. If more then one type of proof exists, it may be burdensome and 
redundant to continue asking women all of the remaining paternity questions. 
Therefore, in order to decide whether it is necessary to ask all of the proof 
of paternity questions, once a response of "yes" is provided, we examined 
whether relationships existed between the proofs of paternity questions. 

The first type of proof of paternity examined is marriage to the child's 
father . Twelve ever-married women were asked if they had ever been married to 
the father of their youngest child (or only child). Women with multiple
children were asked whether the children all had the same father. Eight of 
the twelve ever-married women had at one time been married to their childrens' 
father . Since marriage to the father is a presumption of paternity, it was 
unnecessary to continue asking the remaining proof of paternity questions for 
these women. 

Questions asking about the other five types of proof of paternity were asked 
of 11 women about 17 separate children (See Table 2 on the following page). 
(These 11 women were comprised of six never-married women and five ever
married women who had not been married to the child's fathers.) Three of the 
childrens' fathers were identified in court rulings and no child's father was 
identified by a blood test. Four children had their father's signature on an 
application for their birth certificate and three fathers were identified 
through other types of papers. 

Six of the fathers were reported to have signed statements legally specifying 
that they were the child's father. After listening to the taped interviews, 
we discovered that some of the respondents were interpreting this question
(displayed below) to mean something other than a notarized statement of 
paternity. 

Other than the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name)
father ever sign a statement that 7ega71y specified that he is (child's
same) father? 
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Table 2 


Response Distributions for the Proof of Paternity Questions for 

Never-Married Women and Ever-Married Women not Married to Child's Father 


Paternity Established Through: 

Response Category Court Ruling 

"Yes" 3 

"No" 13 

"Don't Know" 1 

"Refused" 0 

Number of Times 17 
Question is Asked 

Number of Women 11 
Asked the Question 

Blood Test Birth 
Certificate 

0 

16 

1 

0 

17 

4 

13 

0 

0 

17 

11 11 

Acknowledgement
of Paternity 

6 

10 

1 

0 

17 

11 

Other 

Papers 


3 

14 

l 

0 

17 

11 



Two of the six "yes'' responses were due to one father signing papers so that 
both of his children could receive social security payments. Such actions 
should not have been reported as "yes" to this question, but should have been 
reported "yes" to the next question in the series. When we developed this 
question we made a conscious decision not to include a phrase such as 
"acknowledgment of paternity" in the wording of the question. These field 
data show that respondents are including legal documents other than those 
recognized as "legal acknowledgements of paternity" as they interpret this 
question. Since it is not possible to enumerate all of the legal documents 
that should be excluded, it is important to realize that respondents included 
documents other than an official "acknowledgement of paternity" in their 
responses, therefore the estimates of "yes" responses could inflate estimates 
of children with paternity established by an "acknowledgement of paternity. " 

Two of the "don~t know" responses (paternity through the courts and paternity
through blood tests) were provided from one woman who sought help through the 
Child Support Enforcement Office, but who did not know what kind of papers the 
father may have signed . The other two "don't know" responses (acknowledgement
of paternity and other papers) were reported by a woman for one of her two 
children who have the same father. 

According to the response distribution data, the father's paternity had been 
established for nine of the 17 children. As previously stated, . this set of 
questions did not ask about mutually exclusive events. For four of the nine 
children, multiple proofs existed. It appeared that if some type of legal 
form of paternity existed, another legal "proof" may exist as well. 

D. Behavior Coding Analysis 

Behavior coding was developed as a method of quantitative data analysis used 
to evaluate interviewers (Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser, 1975). The method has 
recently been modified to quantitatively examine interviewer and respondent
interactions which take place during the course of an interview and which may
be indicative of problems in questionnaire design (Oksenberg and Cannell 1990; 
Esposito, Rothgeb, Hess, and Campanelli 1992, Campanelli and Esposito, 1992). 
The interactions refer to the "turns" interviewers and respondents take as 
interviewers ask questions and respondents answer them. Interviewer and 
respondent behaviors are given distinct codes. (See Appendix C for a copy of 
the coding scheme used in this study.) 

Coded interviewer behaviors included whether interviewers read questions 
exactly as worded or whether the initial question reading contained slight or 
major changes to the original question wording. Sometimes interviewers 
verified information instead of asking the question. Whether their 
verifications were adequate or inadequate was also coded . For this study, we 
also coded whethe~ pronouns or proper names were read within the context of 
the proof of paternity questions. 

Coded respondent behaviors included whether respondents provided adequate or 
inadequate answers to the survey questions. Sometimes respondents requested 
additional information or clarification of a.question" They may have 
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interrupted the question reading. All of these behaviors were coded. 
Additionally, in this study, we coded whether respondents disclosed additional 
information that -could have been used for verification later in the interview . 

Taken collectively, behavior coding analyses can be used to quantitatively 
determine whether interviewers or respondents had difficulties with the 
reading or interpretation of questions. In the past, this information has 
been collected as qualitative data gathered from anecdotal evidence based on 
interviewer debriefings. Behavior coding data allow researchers to 
retrospectively observe patterns of behavior that may have affected the 
quality of the data collected. Based on the analysis of the data, some 
wording problems can be identified and subsequently addressed . 

Behavior coding can either be carried out "live" as an interview is conducted 
or it can be completed while listening to tape recorded interviews. For this 
study, we coded interviews taped from the regional offices and FRs homes. As 
noted previously, 15 interviews were ·available for our analysis. Tables 3a 
and 3b presents the interviewer and respondent behavior coding data for the 
"proof of paternity" questions. 

-~ ... 
It is important to note that up to three interviewer codes and three 
respondent codes could be marked during a single interaction. For example, an 
interviewer could read a question and insert a pronoun instead of a proper 
name. At the same time she could read the question with a slight wording
change. A respondent could supply an adequate answer to a question while 
qualifying her answer. All four behaviors would be coded. Since a total of 
three codes per interviewer and respondent could be marked per interaction, 
data reported in this discussion are based on the total number of times the 
question is asked and not the total number of ·codes marked. For our analysis, 
we only examine behaviors pertaining to the first interviewer respondent 
interaction. Followup probes by the interviewer and responses recorded during 
the second interaction were not reported as they occurred a minimal number of 
times. Moreover , we were most interested in the Frs initial reading of the 
questions and the respondents comprehension of the question the first time it 
was heard. As stated, the number of cases coded in this field test is very
small. Hence, we were very conservative as we addressed recommendations for 
changes to the wording of the questions based on the behavior coding analysis. 

1. Interviewer and Respondent Codes 

Overall , the FRs read the questions either exactly as worded, or interchanged 
a pronoun with a proper name or vice versa 72 times out of 103 question
wordings and 19 questions wordings were changed slightly (see Table 3a). Only
10 times did FRs make major wording changes to any of the questions. Behavior 
coding of the respondent's answers to the questions was straightforward . 
Overall, seventy-four of 1017 responses were marked as adequate answers {see
Table 3b). During five interactions, respondents provided additional 

7 The introduction {n=15) was read to the respondent and did not require a 
response. If this is taken into account, 74 of 87 responses were coded as 
adequate . 
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Table 3a 

Results of Interviewer Behavior Coding by 

Que~tion Asked in the "Proof of Paternity" Series 


Paternity Established Through: 

Interviewer 
Code 

Introduction Married to 
the Father 

Court 
Ruling 

Blood 
Test 

Birth 
Certificate 

Acknowledge
ment of 
Paternity 

Other 
Papers 

Children 
Have the 
Same 
Father 

Total 

Exact 4 12 9 7 4 7 3 2 48 

Stress 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Pronoun 0 1 1 4 6 2 8 2 24 

Exact/Pronoun 4 13 10 11 10 9 11 4 72 

Slight Change 7 1 2 0 2 3 3 1 19 

Major Change 3 0 2 2 1 1 1 0 10 

Adequate 
Verify 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 

Inadeqaate 
Verify 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Adequate 
Feedback 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Inadequate 
Feedback 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Not Read 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Other 1 2 3 0 1 0 0 0 7 

Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Times 15 14 14 13 13 13 13 8 103 
Question Asked 

Total Number 15 16 17 13 14 13 15 8 111 
of Codes 



Table 3b 

Results of Respondent Behavior Coding by


Question Asked in the "Proof of Paternity" Series 


Paternity Established Through: 

Respondent 
Code 

Introduction Married to 
the Father 

Court 
Ruling 

Blood 
Test 

Birth 
Certificate 

Acknowledge
ment of 
Paternity 

Other 
Papers 

Children 
Have the 
Same Father 

Total 

Adequate 
Answer 

0 13 11 12 12 11 11 4 74 

Inadequate
Answer 

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 3 

Qua1ifi ed 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Additional 
Information 

0 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 5 

.,) 

D 
Request for 
Clarification 

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 

Interruption 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 

Don't Know 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 4 

Other 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Unknown 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Times 
Question Asked 

Total Number 
of Codes 

15 

1 

14 

17 

14 

15 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

16 

13 

14 

6 

6 

101 

95 



information pertaining to other questions in the interview . As reported
earlier, only four "don't know" responses were recorded throughout the test 
and in only 3 cases was an inadequate answer to a question given by a 
respondent. Based on listening to the tapes and the results of the 
quantitative behavior coding analysis we decided that a number of slight
changes to the questions were necessary. A discussion of the behavior coding
data and the reconunended wording changes follows. 

a. Introductory Statement 

The introductory statement is read to the respondent prior to asking the first 
"proof of paternity" question. Thus, it does not require a response from the 
respondent. The introduction was read as worded 4 out of 15 times. Seven 
slight and 3 major wording changes were coded. Almost one half of the slight
wording changes read in the introduction occurred as FRs said "One reason a 
parent might not have a written agreement about child support" instead of 
"written arrangement about child support." In the context of child support, 
the words "written arrangement" and "written agreement" may be used 
interchangeably. 

Only once did a respondent make any comments after the introduction was read. 
Since several FRs preferred to use "agreement", we recommend implementing the 
change. 

b. Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

Almost every time this question was read to respondents, it was read exactly 
as worded (13 of 14) . The 2 "other" codes occurred when FRs inserted a 
transition such as "and now for Peter" before the question was asked. 
Thirteen of 14 respondents answered this question adequately. Two of those 
respondents provided extra additional information . Only one respondent
provided an inadequate response to this question and that women answered the 
question by saying "they both have the same father". We did not see any 
reason to recommend any changes to this question. 

c. Paternity Established Through a Court Action 

The question asking about a court ruling was read correctly 10 out of 14 
times. Two major wording changes were coded. The respondents provided 
adequate answers 11 out of 14 times. A "don't know" response was obtained 
from a woman who was on AFDC. She stated that she did not know what actions , 
if any, the AFDC office had taken to establish paternity for her child . . No 
recommendations for revisions were made for this question. 

d. Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

This question was read exactly as worded 11 out of 13 times. Two major
wording changes were coded. During one read~ng of the question the FR changed 
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the wording from "Was (his/her) father ever legally identified by a blood 
test" to "Was he ever legally identified by a blood test?" The change of the 
pronoun and the omission of the word "father" could change the meani ng of the 
question and could possibly confuse the respondent. · Respondents provided an 
adequate re sponse 12 out of 13 times. The don't know response came f rom the 
same woman referenced in the above question. In order to ensure proper
reading and comprehension, in this question we are recommending that the 
child's proper name replace the pronoun fill. 

e . Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 

FRs read the question exactly as worded 10 out of 13 times . Only one major
change to the question wording was recorded . During this analysis it was 
discovered that in households where the questions were asked about more than 
one child, FRs were inclined to substitute each child's proper name in the 
first pronoun fill. While in households with one child, FRs inserted pronouns
instead of proper names in both of the fills. One FR included the words "his 
own signature" in her reading of the question. We decided that this phrase
further emphasizes the fact that the father himself must sign the- application
for the child's birth certificate . All respondents, but one, provided
adequate answers to this question. We recommend incl~ding the words "his own 
signature" in this question. 

f . Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 

FRs read the question exactly as worded 9 out of 13 times. One FR read this 
question with a major wording change and three slight changes were made to the 
reading of this question. Two respondents qualified their answers by saying
things like "as far as I know", and one respondent gave the FRs additional 
information about her children. The one woman who answered "don't know" to 
this question for her first sample child answered "no" to the same question 
for her second sample child, even though the children have the same father . 
The woman who requested clarification asked "you mean besides the birth 
certificate? 11 

We are recommending a slight change ("specified" to "specifies") to present 
this question in the present tense. 

g. Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Other Papers 

The FRs read this question exactly as worded 3 out of 13 times and 
interchanged proper names with pronouns 8 times . Three separate times, 
different FRs changed the question slightly and read "any other paper such as 

11s.n insurance ~· instead of "such as insurance papers". Only one major
wording change was coded. FRs were very likely to fill both of the fills with 
the child's proper name, even when asking the "proof of paternity" questions 
of one child in the household . 
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Eleven respondents provided adequate answers. The one respondent who 
requested clarification asked "do you mean birthday cards?" and the don't know 
response came from the same woman referenced in the preceding question. We 
are recommending that the wording of this question be modified to emphasize
plural "papers" and we are also recommending that the child's proper name be 
used in both fills. 

h. Do the Children Have the Same Father 

FRs read this question exactly as worded only 4 out of 8 times. Many times, 
additional information provided to the FRs in earlier questions included the 
fact that the children all have the same father. Hence, FRs were able to 
adequately verify this question three times. Therefore, this question was 
either read exactly as worded or verified correctly 7 out of 8 times. 

2. Check Items and Skip Patterns 

The field test was also designed to determine if FRs would have any
difficulties following the check items and skip patterns that appear both 
before the four rosters and embedded within the rosters. We knew that the FRs 
would need to depend on the check items to determine which children the 
paternity questions referred to, and once eligibility was determined, the FR 
needed to correctly transcribe the correct child's name into the correct 
paternity roster . As we listened to the tapes, we had to determine whether 
the FRs were following the skip patterns correctly for ever-married women, 
since the skips are especially complicated for these women. (See Appendix A 
pages 59-63 and 65-70 for the wording of the check items and skip patterns for 
the Paternity Rosters). 

In general, the FRs did not seem to have many difficulties marking the check 
items or following the complex skip patterns . Most of the time, FRs made the 
correct eligibility determination . Only once did a FR incorrectly mark "No". 
Unfortunately, data about paternity were lost due to this error. 

' 
Throughout most of the interviews the FRs seemed to rely on their memory,
instead of the earlier child support roster, as they filled in the children's 
names in the paternity rosters. While listening to the tapes, we did not hear 
"flipping" pages at any of the check items, indicating that the FRs were 
probably relying on their memory. It is possible that the "flipping" of pages 
may not have been detectable on tape. We observed two kinds of errors, 
discussed below, caused by this practice. 

In one interview a respondent had two children. One child was covered by a 
verbal agreement and another child was not covered by an agreement at all. 
Because the FR did not refer to the child support roster, the FR asked the 
paternity questions in the "verbal agreement" roster about the wrong child. 
She discovered she had made an error, asked the questions about the correct 
child, and then when the time was right, repeated the "proof of paternity" 
questions in the "no agreement" roster. In another case, a FR did not bother 
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to check for the child's name and ended up stumbling through the remaining
paternity questions. 

There were not many problems with any of the other check items; however, 
problems were observed with some of the skip instructions. One FR checked the 
correct response for marital status, but instead of skipping to the ever
married roster, she asked the questions in the never-married roster . It was 
obvious that the woman had been married to her child's father and would have 
skipped out of the paternity questions had the correct skip pattern been 
followed. Instead, the two struggled through the remaining paternity 
questions, resulting in major wording changes to the questions and don't know 
responses to compensate for the skip error. 

Another FR had trouble with the skip patterns for a woman who had previously
been married to the father of her multiple children who were not covered by 
any child support agreement. She read the questions correctly, filled in the 
correct responses but did not seem to read the instructions to the skip 
patterns. She eventually found a way out of the paternity roster, but went on 
to ask questions about the wrong children at Questions 9a-9c (See page 71, 
Appendix A) . 

Aside from the exceptions described above, all skip patterns and check items 
were followed smoothly. However, it is important to note that all of the 
paths that could be followed were not taken during this pretest due to the 
limited number of cases that were tested . The observations do, however, 
suggest that FRs need to be more alert to the skip instructions and skip
patterns in the questionnaire. One way to ensure this is by communicating to 
FRs in the self study the importance of following the instructions, especially 
when transcribing the children's names from the initial child support 
agreement roster. 

D. Results of Debriefing Questions and Proxy Interviews 

1. Debriefing Questions 

The debriefing questions were designed to obtain information regarding 
respondents' sensitivity to any of the questions in the SIPP interview. We 
purposely designed them to be nondirect, allowing respondents the freedom to 
tell us whether there were any questions or topics, including paternity, that 
they felt were too sensitive to talk about. By not asking directly about the 
paternity questions we were trying to determine which questions, if any, were 
salient enough for respondents to remember as being sensitive. The debriefing
questions read as follows : 

"Now that we have finished your interview, I would like to ask a few 
follow up questions. These questions will help us to improve our survey 
in the future. We recently sent you a letter telling you that we would 
be recontacting your household for this interview. Did you have a 
chance to read the letter?" 
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"Were there any questions in this interview that you felt uncomfortable 
answering?; If yes, Which questions were they?; and What was it about 
the questions that made you feel uncomfortable?"; and 

"Were there any questions that you did not want to answer, If yes , Which 
questions; and What was it about the questions that made you not want to 
answer them?" 

The questions were designed to be read to the respondent immediately following 
the questions about child support. Unfortunately, not all of the FRs followed 
this procedure. One FR asked the questions at the very end of the interview 
and some FRs decided to either revise the first question before asking it or 
omitted it altogether. 

Of the 198 interviews that contain information about paternity, three 
respondents specifically mentioned being uncomfortable wit~ the paternity 
questions and one respondent mentioned she was not comfortable with the 
questions concerning the "dad" (See Table 4). For one of those respondents, 
the natural father had legally terminated his parental rights many y~ars ago . 
Although the introductory questions to the child support supplement made this 
woman eligible for questions about child support, this woman should not have 
been providing answers to this supplement. The second respondent said "it is 
not that I am uncomfortable with the questions, it is just a part of my life 
that I would like to forget about." The third respondent continually asserted 
that she did not remember answering this "type of question", even before she 
heard the paternity questions. 

Two of the four respondents who refused to let the FR tape the interview 
vocalized some discomforts with the content of the interview. However, the 
responses the FRs wrote down for both of these respondents seemed very vague . 
The f irst said "no" to the first debriefing question and only after the second 
question did she say "I am uncomfortable with the questions about the dad. " 
The other woman declared that none of the information for all of the questions 
was any of the governments' business. 

Two other paternity respondents reported questions, other than the paternity 
series, that they were either uncomfortable answering or that they did not 
wapt to answer. In two of the interviews in which none of . the paternity 
questions were asked, some women responded that they were not comfortable with 
questions "about the dad". 

There did not seem to be a pattern to suggest which women would be 
uncomfortable with the paternity questions. Some women who sounded perfectly
comfortable answering the paternity questions expressed concerns and many 

1 Due to an interviewer error, one respondent was inadvertently asked the 
full range of paternity questions even though she had been married to her child's 
father . Although we made the decision not to include her in the response
distribution and behavior coding analyses, she is counted as a paternity
respondent for the respondent debriefing analysis since she was exposed to the 
paternity questions. 
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others did not . These same women answered all of the questions about 
paternity, even though they may have subsequently indicated some sensitivity
to the questions during the debriefing. Overall, the percentage of 
respondents reporting that they were ~ncomfortable with questions about 

''paternity" or "the dad" is approximately the same for respondents who 
answered paternity questions as those who did not (see Table 4. ) 

2. Proxy Interviews 

Earlier we stated that none of the respondents refused to answer any of the 
questions about proof of paternity. Not only did they agree to respond to the 
questions, but they also, when asked , either summoned the next person to the 
telephone or served as a proxi respondent for the second person in the 
household, without hesitation • This suggests that even if the respondent 
reported feeling uncomfortable with a question in the interview, they were not 
so negatively affected that they would refuse to continue a proxy interview or 
divulge information about a second household member . However, these are the 
same respondents who have already furnished information about their household 
income· status for the past two and one-half years. 

E. Interviewer Debriefing 

Approximately one week after field interviews were completed, we conducted a 
teleconference debriefing with one FR from each of the three regions 
participating in the pretest . We debriefed the FRs to determine what their 
impressions were of the questions, check items and interviews in general. It 
is important to remember that one of these FRs conducted half of the proof of 
paternity interviews and another FR, although she did not recall during the 
debriefing, asked only one woman if she had ever been married to her child' s 
father. 

The debriefing confirmed some of the design issues we considered as we 
de si gned the paternity rosters for a paper instrument. The FRs were more 
comfortable with check items which included the topic of the questi on being
referenced, rather than just item numbers . They also appreciated page numbers 
placed in the skip instructions and reported no problems either writing the 
children's names at the top of the paternity rosters or inserting the 
children's names into the questions. However, all of the FRs reported that 
instead of relying on the child support roster to fill the names of the 
children in the paternity roster they relied on either their memory or the 
control cards. All FRs reported that if there had been a complicated family 
structure they "probably" would have looked back at the first child support . 
roster to determine which of the children the paternity questions referred to . 

The FRs reported some of the same patterns we found in the behavior coding. 
If there was more than one child in the household they reported reading the 
child ' s proper name instead of the pronoun and if they asked about only one 

9 In one region, the interviewers did not follow the instructions to ask to 
speak to a second household respondent . 
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Table 4 

Questions Perceived as Sens i tive 
By Paternity and Non-Paternity Respondents 

Questions Perceived as 
Sensitive Paternity ResEondents Nori-Paternit~ ResEondents 

Number Percent Number Percent 

Questions about Paternity 3 15. 8% 0 0% 

Questions About the Dad 1 5.3 2 20 . 0 

Other Questions 3 15.8 0 0 

No Questions Perceived as 12 63 . 3 8 80.0 
Sensitive 
Total 19 100 .0 10 100.0 

Base N 19 19 10 10 
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child they reported reading the questions with pronouns instead of proper 
names. They did not report any major problems with question wording or 
respondent comprehension. They also reported that some respondents hesitated 
before answering the questions. One of the FRs thought they hesitated because 
the questions were sensitive, though another FR thought they hesitated because 
they were trying to recall answers to the questions . 

When asked for general comments about the interviews, two FRs immediately
commented that several of their respondents thought the questions were too 
personal 10 

• They reported that comments about the sensitivity of the 
questions did not come out during the interview, but came out instead during 
the debriefing questions. The FRs themselves, however, seemed to think the 
questions were rather sensitive. Interestingly enough, at one point in the 
debriefing, the FR who did not think her respondents perceived the questions 
as personal, commented "if respondents heard the paternity questions in the 
third or fourth wave of interviews they may drop out of the survey". The 
other two FRs quickly agreed. 

F. CONCLUSIONS 

The paternity questions were pretested to determine if respondents would (1)
be able to comprehend the questions; (2) have the knowledge to answer the 
questions and; (3) consider the questions too sensitive to answer or to 
continue with an interview. 

The behavior coding analysis shows that, overall, 98 percent of the time, the 
questions appeared to be clear to respondents . When respondents were not 
clear about the intent of the question, they requested clarification using 
statements such as "you mean like a birthday card?" or "aside from the birth 
certificate". It is clear that some respondents interpreted the 
"acknowledgement of paternity" question to include legal documents other than 
a document specifically acknowledging paternity. As previously stated, we 
purposely chose not to include a phrase such as "acknowledgement of paternity" 
in the question because this is not a term that is used across the United 
States. Hence, researchers must be aware that respondents are including other 
types of legal papers in their interpretation of this question. 

We must be very careful not to make major inferences from these field data as 
the number of cases examined is extremely small. However, respondents do 
appear to be able to answer the questions. The response distributions reflect 
very few "don't know" responses and some of the "don't know" responses that do 
appear are due to a woman on AFDC who was not knowledgeable of what types of 
actions, if any, the Office of Child Support Enforcement had taken to 
establish paternity for her child. 

10 The FR who reported that only one of her respondents thought the 
paternity questions were sensitive is the interviewer who conducted the majority 
of the paternity interviews. She is the same FR who erroneously asked the 
debriefing questions after the second household respondent. 
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It is somewhat difficult to make a statement about the sensitivity of these 
questions. The respondents were people who continued to participate in the 
SIPP for eight waves of data collection and when contacted for a ninth time , 
agreed to participate again. They were used to answering a battery of 
personal questions about their income and they were used to answering the '° SIPP 
questions for more than one person in their household. 

At no time did any respondent refuse to answer any of the proof of paternity 
questions, even when the questions were repeated for two or three of their 
children . When requested, all of the respondents continued to give proxy
interviews for other household members. Although some of the FRs perceived a 
wider sensitivity problem then was evidenced by the data, one FR did not . She 
was the FR who conducted the majority of the interviews, but who also · 
erroneously asked the debriefing questions after conducting interviews about 
the second respondent in the household. The fact that the paternity questions 
were not brought up by respondents in response to her debriefing questions may
reflect the fact that the women already forgot about the questions they had 
been asked prior to the proxy interview. If the questions were perceived as 
sensitive, it wasn't salient enough for respondents to remember by the time 
they answered questions about the second household member . Additjonally, just 
as large of a proportion of respondents who were not asked questio~s about 
paternity, reported feeling uncomfortable with questions "about paternity or 
the dad" as those respondents that were asked questions about paternity.
Hence, it may not just be the paternity questions that respondents find 
sensitive, but instead, it may be the topic of chi ld support in general. 

The questions were tested with the knowledge that the different types of proof 
of paternity are not mutually exclusive . The order of the questions was 
designed to follow a legal hierarchy so that a decision could be made to 
either ask about all types of proofs of patern i ty or stop after the fi r st . 
"yes'' response. Marr iage to the father is a presumption of paternity as i s a 
court ruling about the identity of the child ' s father which actually
establishes paternity. A blood test, signatures on applications for birth 
cert ificates, an acknowledgement of paterni ty and signatures on cards , letters 
and insurance papers are considered as evidence towards proof of pater nity
that could eventually be used in a court of law to establish paternity and 
future support obligations. · 

The data appear to show that some type of relationship exists between types of 
proofs of paternity. If legal paternity had been established , multiple proofs 
sometimes existed. In order to decrease respondent burden, perceived 
redundancy and sensitivity to the questions we may want to discontinue the 
paternity series once a "yes" response is recorded for the first time . 

In summary, the FRs read the questions as worded , without major problems, and 
respondents were able to answer the questions. Some respondents included 
documents other than "acknowledgement of paternity" in their responses to the 
question and , based on the cognitive interviews, some respondents may be 
including blood tests in their interpretation of the question asking about 
court actions taken to establish paternity . It appears that it must be made 
very clear to the FRs how important it is to look back to the child support 
roster and to follow the skip instructions . Finally, although the paternity 
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questions were reported to be sensitive to some respondents, respondents who 
were not asked paternity questions also reported sensitivity to the questions 
about the "dad"~ 
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IV. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the cognitive interviews and field pretest we recommend including the 

questions about proof of paternity in the SIPP Child Support Topical Module . 

The final recommendations for the wording of the proof of paternity questions 

are provided below. Revisions since the field test are indicated through 

shading of words or phrases . 


Introduction 

One reason a parent might not have a written at"t"aAge1ReAt i§te~~n~?!about child 

support payments is because the child's father was never lega.lly identified. 


Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 

One reason a parent might not have a written at"raAgemeAt jg~#¢iilfjpt about child 

support payments is because the child's father was never legallY f dentified. 

One way to legally identify the child's father is through marriage. 


Was ... ever married to (Chi7d' s name) father? 


Paternity Established Through a Court Action 

Was (Child's name) father ever legally identified by a court ruling? 


Paternity Esta_~J.i.~.h..!~....Iht9.~9h a Blood Test 

Was (his/her) :l&fii::[P.):(:~il!-~f.i father ever legally identified by a blood test? 


4. Paternity Established Through a Btr~h Certificate 
Did (his /her) father ever write his nW# signature on the application for 
(Chi7d's name) birth certificate? ········· 

5. Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 
Other than the appl ication for a birth certificate , did (Child's name) father 
ever sign a statement that legally specifieel ~p$p}r):~f: that he fs (Chi7d' s nalne) father? ............. .. ........ .. ........... 


Paternity Establ.ished .. Through the Father's Signature on Other Paper!)

Did (his/her) :(:~JU::l?f!~!l~jtf:iQi¢.;} father ever sign any other ~ l,).pg£j, such as 

insurance papeiOs· · ·f;Qr@j~····a· ..p·ersonal letter or a card that could ..lderitify him as 

(Chi7d ' s name) faffief?. 


Do the Children Have the Same Father? 

Do (Read names of a17 chi7dren recorded in Check Item T21a or T21b) all have 

the same father? 
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There are two additional recommendations that are suggested for implementation 
once the questionnaire is designed for computer-assisted interviewing . They 
are provided below. 

1. 	 As the types of proofs of paternity are not mutually exclusive and the 
data seem to show a relationship between the types of proofs of 
paternity, we recommend that if a woman responds "yes" to one question,
the interviewer does not continue to ask about the other questions 
regarding other types of proof of paternity. This will decrease 
respondent burden and perhaps diminish any negative reactions that may 
occur. 

It is recommended that this revision be introduced when the instrument 
is programmed for computer assisted interviewing since it would be too 
complex to do with a paper questionnaire. 

2. 	 It i s also recommended that once the instrument is computerized, the 
fills within the questions be modified so that questions referencing 
only one child in a household contain fills combining prop~r names and 
pronouns and questions referencing multiple children in the household 
contain fills with proper names. A transition sentence between children 
in the roster may also be added. 
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APPENDIX A 




Section 5 - TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 

Part C - CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS 


Refer to cc items 24 and25. :84001 10Yes
Is ••• the parent of children under 21 20No- Skip to Check Item Clyears of age who live In this household? 

1a. Does ••• have any children of •••'• own In this lM01 I 10Yeshousehold under 21 years of age who have a 
parent living elsewhere? 	 20No- Skip to Check Item Cl

1 
(Do not include adoptive or biological parents who 
would be living at home except for military or 
other job related absences.) 

Ib. How many of •• .'• own chlldren living here 
have a parent llvlng elsewhere? : 8402 I rn Children 
(Do not include adoptive or biological parents who 
would be living at home except for military or 
other job related absences.) 

c. Which of ~ • .'a children are those? 
(Record person number and name of children in column 1C, below.I 
(List children by age, younge!'t first.) 

1C 1D/1K 1H/1J 11 

Children under 21 with parent living elsewhere 
Children with NO 

SUPPORT 
agreement 

Children covered, 
MOST RECENT 

agreement 

Children covered, 
ALL OTHER 
agreements 

Person No. Name 

8404 10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 

10Yes 8"33 10Yes 10Yes 

1d. These next few questions concern child 
10Yessupport. 
2 0 No - For each child listed in column 1C, markChild support payments can be specified in 

written or verbal child support agreements. the "Yes· box in column 1D/1K and 
SKIP ro Sa, page 64 Have child support payments ever been agreed 

to or awarded for (any of) • • .'1 children that 
we have just listed? 

e. 	For how many children? 
: 8436 I rn Children 

Refer to 1e above. l8437 1 10Yes- SKIP to 1j 
Is ·one· entered? 20N0 

1f. 	Are •• .'s children that we have just listed I 

covered by different child support agreements. : 8"3a I 10Yes 
(By that, we mean separate agreements 2 0 No - SKIP ro 1j 
involving different absent parents)? 

g. How many different child support agreements 	~ rn 

cover these children? 	 ~ Number of agreements 

h. Which of these children are covered by the MOST RECENT AGREEMENT? 
(Refer to the children listed in column 1C) 

(For each child mentioned, mark the "Yes· box in column 1H/1J of the roster.) 


i. Which of these children are covered by any OTHER child support agreements, either written or verbal? 
(Refer to the children listed in column 1C. For each child mentioned. mark the "Yes" box in column 1I of the roster) 

(Please note that a child cannot have more than one "Yes· box marked.) 

(SKIP to Check Item T14 , Page 56) 


j. Which (child/children) (is/are) covered by the agreement? 
(Refer to the children listed in column 1C) 

(For each child mentioned. mark the "Yes· box in column 1 H/1J of the roster.) 


FOAM Slf'P-13300 1~2$-931 
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Section 5 - TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 

Part C - CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS tContlnuedJ 

2k. How are the payments supposed to be 
received7 Are they received - (Read responses.) 

· I. What Is the total amount that ••• actually 
received In child support payments under that 
agreement, during the past 12 months7 

m. How regularly are child support payments 
recelved7 Are they received - (Read resporrsesJ 

agency7 
'0Some other method 

x10DK 

: 8460 il~s_ ___.I .~ 
I 

X30 None - SKIP to 2n 
OR 
x10DK 

~ IW61 14,~J,e!Jha t!P.i.!l. 
; - 2 ost of the time 

1 3 0 Some of the time 


'0 None of the time 


n. Under the terms of the agreement with the other : IW62 I 1 0 Yes 
parent, is ••• due any back payments for child 
support owed prior to the last 12 months? 

o. Would you say the amount due .. • is 
(Read responses) 

p. What kinds of provisions for health care costs 
· are included in the child support agreement? 

Mark (XJ all that apply. 

q. What child custody arrangements does the · 
most recent agreement specify? 

r. 	Does the child support agreement specify the 
visitation arrangement between the child(ren) 
and the other parent7 

~--• Refer to the roster, column 1H/1J. 

Is more than one child marked "Yes"? 

2s. Did all the children visit the other parent about 
the same number of days In the last 12 months? 

t. What is tha total amount of time (the child/all 
children/the oldes t child) spent visiting the 
other parent in the last 12 months? 

1 8459 	 1 ODirectly from the other parent7 
2 0 Through a court7 
3 0 Through the welfare or child support 

2 O No - SKIP to 2p1 
1 Xt 0 DK 

: 8463 I t 0 Less than $500 

Specify il 

1 2 0 Between $500 and $5,000 
3 0 More than $5,000 

x1 0DK 

I 8'6-4 1 0 Non-custodial parent to provide health 
insurance 

2 0 Custodial parent to provide health insurance 

3 0 	Non-custodial parent to pay actual 
medical costs directly 

'0	Child support payments to include cash 
medical support 

sONone 

6 0 Other- Specifyil 

t OJoint legal and physical custody 
2 0 Joint legal with mother physical custody 
3 0 Joint legal with father physical custody 
' 0 Mother legal and physical custody 
s0 Father legal and physical custody 
6 0 Split custody 
1 0 Other - Specify7 

:!!ill 	10Yes 
20No 

; 8472 1 10Yes 
I 2 0 No - SKIP to 2t 

; 8'73 I 	1O Yes - ASK 2t for all children 
2 O No_ ASK 2t for oldest child

1 

.._...._.....1...__.I Days 

rnweeks 

rnMonths 

1 807 xJ O None 

~x10DK 
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Section 5 - TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 

Part C - CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS (Continued) 

3j. How regularly are child support p,.ment1 : ..991 1 D All of the time 
received? Are they received - (Rea responses} 2 D Most of the time

I 
I 3 0 Some of the time 
I '0 None of the time 

k. Under the terms of the (agreement/understanding) iI 8500 j 10Yes 
with the other parent, is .• • due any back 
payments for child support owed prior to the last 
12 months? 

I. Would you say the amount due . •• Is 
(Read responses} 

m. What kinds of provisions for health care costs 
were agreed to? 
Mark (XJ all that apply. 

n. What child custody arrangements does the 

(agreement/understanding) specify? 


2 D No - SKIP to 3m 
1 xi D DK 
1 

; 8501 I 1 D Less than $500 
I 2 D Between $500 and $5,000 
I 3 D More than $5,000 
I x10DK
I 

, D Non-custodial parent to provide health ~ insurance 
I 

: 8503 l 2 0 Custodial parent to provide health insuran• 

~ 3 D Non-custodial parent to pay actual 
· medical costs directly 

I . 

: 8505 I 'DChild support payments to include cash 
I 

medical support 

; esos I sDNone 

; 9507 j &00ther - Specify;? 

I 
I 
I 
I 

; esoe I 1 D Child(ren) live with mother 
I 2 D Child(ren) live with fathe r 
I 

3 0 Child(ren) live with mother and with father 
I 
I ,QNone 
I s0 Other- Specify;? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

o. Does the child support (agreement/understanding) ; 8509 I 10Yes cover the visitation arrangement between the 
child(ren) and the other parent? . : 

Refer to the roster, column 1H/1J. 
I .. ,~,.,... .·-:•:::i• ~ Is more than one child marked "Yes"? 
I 

3p. Did all the children visit the other parent about S 
the same number of days in the last 12 months? 

I 

q. What is the total amount of time (the child/all I 

children/the oldest child) spent visiting the 
other parent in the last 12 months7 

. . -CHECK . Refer to cc item 28
t"f:EM.'~,1~~~J 

Sample person's Gender 

· CH£¢K u Refer to cc item 26a. 
ffJ_M..J:!.~ 

Sample person's Marital Status 
. ~ .. .. -. - ' .... .. 

~ 
is513 I 

a 
~ 
~

20No 

10Yes 

2 0 No - SKIP to 3q 


1 D Yes - ASK 3q for all children 
2 0 No - ASK 3q for oldest child 

I I I IDays 

CDweeks 


CD Months 


XJ0None 
x10DK 

I I Male - SKIP to 3s fp. 64J 

I I Female 


I I Never Married, - GO to Check Item T1 6c fp.60) 
I I All Others - SKIP to Check Item T16e (p. 62) 

-. .. .~ 
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Person # __ _ Person#___ Person#__ _ Person # _ _ _ Person # ___ 

Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 

I I Yes II Yes II Yes I I Yes II Yes 
II No I I No I I No I I No I I No 
II DK [) DK II DK II DK II DK 

I I Yes II Yes I I Yes I I Yes I I Yes 
I I. No II No I I No I I No I I No 
I I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK 

II Yes II Yes I I Yes I I Yes I I Yes 
II No I I No II No I I No I I No 
I I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK 

I I Yes I I Yes II Yes I I Yes I I Yes 
I I No I I No II No I I No [I No 
[I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK [I DK 

I I Yes I I Yes II Yes I I Yes I I Yes 
I I No I I No I I No I I No [I No 
II DK I I DK I I DK [I DK I I DK 

I I Yes - ASK 3r.2-3r.6 I I Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 I l Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 I I Yes - ASK 3r.2-3r. 6 
for next child for next child for next child for next child 

I I No - SKIP to I I No - SKIP to I I No - SKIP to I I No - SKIP to I I No  SKIP to 
3s (p.64) 3s (p.64) 3s fp.64J 3s (p.64) 3s (p.64) 
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Person # __ _ Person#__ _ Person I __ _ Person#__ _ Person#__ _ 

Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 

I I Yes 
II No 
II DK 

[I Yes 
l I tfo 
I I DK 

l I Yes 
l I No 
II DK 

I I Yes 
l I No 
[I DK 

II Yes 
I I No 
I I DK 

I I Yes ·ASK 3r.9· 
3r. 13 for next child 

[I No - SKIP to 3s 
(p.64) 

[ ) 
l I No 
CJ DK 

[I Yes 
[)No 
I I DK 

l I Yes 
l I No 
II DK 

[I Yes 
[)No 
l I DK 

l I Yes 
11 No 
I I DK 

I I Yes· ASK 3r.9· 
3r. 13 for next child 

l I No - SKIP to 3s 
(p.64) 

[ I Yes 
Cl No 
[)DK 

I I Yes 
II No 
[) DK 

l I Yes 
l I No 
[)DK 

I I Yes 
I I No 
I I DK 

I I Yes -ASK 3r.9
3r. 13 for next child 

l I No - SKIP to 3s 
(p.64) 

I I Yes 
l I No 
I I DK 

l I Yes 
I I No 
I I DK 

I I Yes 
Cl No 
l I DK 

I I Yes 
I I No 
I I DK 

[I Yes· ASK 3r.9
3r. 13 for next child 

l I No - SKIP to 3s 
(p.64) 

l I Yes 
l I No 
[ ) DK 

I I Yes 
CJ No 
[ I DK 

[ I Yes 
I I No 
[) DK 

[) Yes 
I I No 
I I DK 

I I No • SKIP to 3s 
(p.64) 
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Section 5 - TO'PICAL MODULES (Continued) 

_-··-·- --·····!•rtp_:.CHIY.J -~~P-~RTAGRE~~~ (Continued) 

d. Did ••• receive any help from the agency : 1544 I 1D Yes · . 
(last contactl1 · 2 D No - SKIP to Check Item T18. . 

e. What kind of help did ••• receive (Last contactJ1 1 D Locate the other parent 

Mark (XJ all that.apply. 2 O Establish paternity/maternity 

10 Establish support obligation 

: 8548 I ,QEstablish medical support 

· : 8549 I '0Enforce support order 

: 8550 I • 0 Modify an order 

: 8551 I 1 D Other - Specify ;;r 
I 
I 
I 

·Are any children listed in 1C {p.55) of the roster IC J Yes 
marked "Yes• In 1D/1 K {Children with NO IC J No· SKIP to 12 fp. 71J 
Support agreement!? 

I 
I 

I 
-+-~·----··-----·------

Refer to cc item 28 - :C ) ~ale • SKIP to Check Item 77lTfp. 70) 
IC I Female 

Sample person's Gender I 
I 

I 
I 

Refer to cc item 26a. :r I . Never Married - SKIP to Check Item T21a (p.66) 
:r J All Others - SKIP to Check Item T2 f b (p.681 

Sample person's Marital Status I 
I 

I 

I 


' 
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Person I __ _ Person#___ Person I __ _ Person I _ _ -"- Person I:_ __ 

Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 

Cl Yes I I Yes I I Yes (I Yes I I Yes 
I I No [)No (.) No I I No ( J No 
I I DK I J DK CJ DK I I DK I I DK 

I I Yes I I Yes { ! YH {} -Yes- I I Yes 
I I No Cl No I I No Cl No I I No 
II DK CJ OK ()DK CJ DK I I DK 

I I Yes II Yes I l Yes II Yes I I Yes 
11 No II No II No I I No ! I No 
I I DK I I DK I J DK Cl DK I I DK 

I I Yes I I Yes I I Yes l I Yes I I Yes 
II No II No II No I I No I l No 
II DK I I DK II DK II DK I I DK 

I I Yes I I Yes I I Yes [ l Yes I I Yes 
II No I I No I l No [I No 11 No 
11 DK I I DK 11 DK [I DK 11 DK 

( 1 Yes - ASK 6a-6e for II Yes ·ASK 6a-6e for I I Yes · ASK 6a-6e [) Yes· ASK 6a-6e for 
next child next child for next child next child 

( l No • SKIP to ( l No· SKIP to II No· SKIP to () No - SKIP to I I No - SKIP to 
Item 8 (p. 70) Item 8 fp.70) Item 8 (p. 70) Item 8 (p. 70) Item· 8 (p. 70) 
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Person I ___ Person#___ Person I ___ Person#___ Person .I __~ 

Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 

.. 
.. ... . . . . . . . ,.. . ' ' 

. , .. ' ;~>-. ... . ., , . 
~..··. ., .. ' ·~-

l I Yes -If lase child SKIP I I Yes -LI tut 'hild. I I Yes -lf /fl.i.C '1J.i7d.. I I Yes -If {asc child. [ I Yes • SKIP co Check 
to Check Item T25 for SKIP to Check Item SKIP to Check Item SKIP to Check Item Item T25 for this child 
this child T25 for this child T25 for this child T25 for this child 

If aP.l /au 'hi/fl. Ask 7a lf nQt {UC '-hi!Ji. Ask 7a If aP.Ufl.i.U;.hild..Ask 7a llaP.UUC '-hild_Ask 7a 
for next child for next child for next child for next child 

r 
l I No - SKIP to 7c l I No • SKIP to 7c [ I No • SKIP to 7c C J No --sKIV'io IC-- rrt:Jo - SKIP to 7c 


for this child for this child for this child for this child for this child 


, 
.. 

·... 

l I Yes [I Yes l I Yes [ I Yes I I Yes 
I I No l I No [I No [) No I I No 
I I DK [ l DK l I DK l I DK l I DK 

I( I Yes [ l Yes [I Yes l I Yes l I Yes 
I( I No [ l No I I No l I No l I No 
l I DK [ l DK l I DK l I DK [ l DK 

l I Yes l I Yes [I Yes l I Yes [ l Yes 
,[I No l I No [] No l I No [] No 
l I DK I I DK [] DK l I DK [ l DK. 

[I Yes l I Yes I I Yes l I Yes I I Yes 
I I No I I No I I No ( l No I I No 
l I DK I I DK I I DK [ l DK ( l DK 

l I Yes [I Yes ( l Yes ( l Yes ( l Yes 
I I No l I No I I No I I No I I No 
I I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK l I DK 

( l Yes - GO to 7a I I Yes - GO.to 7a [ l Yes· GO to 7a l I Yes - GO to 7a 

for next child for next child for next child for next child 


I I No I I No I I No I I No I I No 

( I Yes · SKIP to Check I I Yes - SKIP to Check I l Yes - SKIP to Check I I Yes • SKIP to Check I I Yes - SKIP to Check 
Item T27 (p.70) Item T27 fp. 70) Item T27 (p. 701 Item T27 (p. 701 Item T27 fp. 70) 

I I No - SKIP to 8 fp. 70J I I No - SKIP to 8 fp.701 I I No · SKIP to 8 tp.701 I l No· SKIP to 8 /p.701 I I No - SKIP to 8 fp.701 
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Section 5 - TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 

Part C - CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS (Continued) 

9a. Why were child support ., 
payments not agreed to or · 
awarded for •• .'s (youngest) 
(oldest) child without an award7 

Record person number ofchild 

Marie <XJ all that apply. 

9b. Where does the other parent for 
this (youngest) (oldest) child now 
live? 

9c. 	What is the total amount of time 
the (youngest) (oldest) child 
spent visiting the other parent in 
the last 12 months7 

10 	 Were any payments received 
• from the other parent(s) in the 

last 12 months for any of .. .'s 
children without a child support 
agreement7 

11. What is the total amount that ..• 
received from the other parent(sl 
in the past 12 months7 

12. 	Were any non-cash items or 
services for child support 
received for any of .. .'s 
children7 

YOUNGEST CHILD 

: 8555 I _I____I Person number 

: 1557 l 
I 

: 1559 l 
; 1561 I 
: 11563 l 
: 11565 l 
1 
1 

: 1567 l 
: 8569 l 
; 1511 I 
I 
I 

: 1573 I 
~ 
~ 

; 1571 I 
: 1579 j 
I 

~ 
I 

1 0 Legal paternity not 

established 


1 0 Unable to locate parent 


2 0 Other parent unable to pay 


3 0 Final agreement pending 


' 0 Accepted property 

settlement in lieu of child 

support 


& 0 Do not want child support 


& 0 Did not pursue award 


1 0 Other - Specify 7 


1 0 Same county/city 

2 0 Same State (different 
county/city) 


3 0 Different State 


'0Other parent deceased 
SKIP to 4J/O 

s 0 Other - Specify 7 8582 

x1D Unknown 

!1583 ii 
l8585 I 

IDays 

rn Weeks 

: 1587 I rn Months 

~X30None 
~x10DK 

: 8593 f 	,QYes 
2 0 No - SKIP to 12 

1 

~1~$-~I.[;] 

OR 
x10DK 

OLDEST CHILD 

...___.__.___.I Person number 

, 0 Legal paternity not 
established 

1 0 ynable to locate parent 

2 0 Other parent unable to pay 

3 0 Final agreement pending 

• 0 Accepted property 
settlement in lieu of child 
support 

s0 Do not want child support 

1 0 Did not pursue award 

1 0 Other - Specify 7 

1 0 Same county/city 


2 0 Same State (different 

county/city) 

3 0 Different State 

c0 Other parent deceased 
SKIP to II /0 


s 0 Other - Specify 7 


x1D Unknown 

.___.__.__,I Days 

rnweeks 

rn Months 

XJO None 

x10 DK 

: 8595 I , D Yes - Specify__________________ 

20No 
FORM Slfl'P-13300 CS-2S-131 
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APPENDIX B 




Protocol for Phase I 

"Proof of Paternity" Cognitive Interviews 


GLOBAL PROBES 

"Tell me what you are thinking about." 


"Can you tell me more about that?" 


"Keep talking." 


CLARIFYING PROBES 

"I'm not sure I understand what you are saying. Can you tell me again what you mean?" 


"What do you mean when you say (respondent's own words)?" 


Paternity Established Through a Court Action 

Tell me in your own words what you think this question is asking. 


In the first sentence I just read, "One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement 

about child support is because there was never a ruling that legally identified the father . " 

What do you think "a ruling that legally identified the father" means? 


What does it mean to have a "court legally identify the father?" 

Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 

What does the phrase "legally identified by a blood test" mean? 


Can you tell me anything more about what a blood test is? 


Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 

In your own words, what is this question talking about? 


What did you think of when I said "voluntarily sign a paper that legally identifies him as 

the child's father" 


What does the term "voluntarily" mean to you? 


Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Papers Acknowledging Paternity

What do you think "any other paper" is referring to? 


Can you give me an example of a paper that the father might sign that says he is the father? 




APPENDIX C 




Child Support Supplnnent Research-Beha•ior Coding Form Tape Number l__l__I_ 

Coder l__l__l__l__I Mo l__l__I Day l__l__I Page __of_ 

Q XL Interviewer Behavior Codes Respondent Behavior Codes I Note Interviewer Note R Note Respondent Noto
• • • • • • • • • • • Code Code 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IF NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR - SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IF NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RP OT UK 
' 

EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RP OT UK 


EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP_NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK ·- . . 
-
EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 


EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AP IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 


EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK 


Comments: 



IV 

Interviewer and Respondent Behavior Codes 

Interviewer Codes 

EX Exact Question Wording 

ST Incorrect Stress 

PR 	 Pronoun Changes 

SC 	 Slight Change in 
Question Wording 

MC 	 Major Change in 
Question Wording 

AV 	 Adequate Verification 

Inadequate Verification 

AF 	 Adequate Followup 

IF 	 Inadequate Followup 

NA Not Asked 

OT Other 

UK 	 Unknown 

The interviewer reads the question exactly as written. 

The interviewer does not stress capitalized words when she reads 
the question. 

Interviewer substitutes pronouns or "this child" or "the 
children" for the name of the child or the names of the children. 

Interviewer adds or deletes one or two words in a way that 
does not alter the meaning of the question or response 
categories. 

Interviewer adds or deletes one or more words that alter the 
meaning of the question from the question or response categories . 

Interviewer changes the initial reading _of the question (or
follows the initial reading of the question ..with a verification} 
to take into account information previous 1 y provided by the 
respondent, but does not change the meaning of the question or 
distort the information already provided by the respondent. 

Interviewer changes the initial reading of the question (or
follows the initial reading of the question with a verification} 
to take into account information already provided by the 
respondent, but changes the meaning of the question or distort 
information already provided by the respondent. 

"Followup" describes most interviewer behavior that occurs after 
the initial reading of the question or an initial verification. 
Followups include probes, answers to respondents' questions, and 
so on, without introducing a major change to the question
wording. 

"Followup" describes most interviewer behavior that occurs after 
the initial reading of the question or an initial verification. 
Inadequate fo11 owups inc1ude probes, answers to respondents'
questions, and so on, in a way that introduces a major change to 
the question wording . 

Interviewer does not ask the question. 

The interviewer follows the initial 
, . 

reading of the question with 
a "pre-probe" before the respondent can answer or the coder is 
not sure how to code the interviewer's behavior. 

You cannot hear well enough to make a judgement about what code 
to use. 



Respondent Codes 

AA Adequate Answer 

IA Inadequate Answer 

QU Qualification 

AI Additional Information 

RC Request for 
Clarification 

IN Interruption 

DK Don't Know 

RF Refusal 

The respondent provides an answer that can be coded and 
unambiguously meets the objectives of the question or the 
respondent accepts a verification or probe in a way that 
constitutes an adequate answer. 

The respondent provides an answer to a question that cannot be 
coded or does not meet the question objectives or is ambiguous. 

The respondent qualifies her or his answer, for example, by
saying "probably," "I think," "maybe about," "as far as I know," 
and so on. 

The respondent provides information other than the question asked 
for. A question usually asks for a "yes/no" answer or a choice 
from among a set of offered categories. Use this code if the 
respondent provides information other than the requested "yes/no" 
or category choice. The code is used in addition to the AA and 
IA codes. 

The respondent asks for clarification or asks that the 
question or response categories be repea~~d. 

The respondent interrupts the initial reading of the question. 

The respondent states that she does not have kn owl edge or 
information to answer the question. 

The respondent refuses to answer the question. 
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	The first version of the paternity questions was drafted with guidance of staff from ASPE . Then, cognitive think-aloud interviews were conducted in two phases. The results from the think-aloud interviews were used to revise the proof of paternity questions for use in a field test. The revised -questions were then tested in a field test and an interviewer debriefing was held following the test. A final version of the questions was recommended as a result of the field test analyses. 
	This report is organized as follows. First, the research methodology is described. Second, definitions of terms related to paternity are discussed along with some questionnaire design issues that influenced the initial development of the proof of paternity questions. Third, the analysis of the cognitive interviews and the recommended wording changes are presented. Fourth, the field test and results from the response distribution analysis, the behavior coding analysis, respondent debriefing, and interviewer 
	A. Methodology 
	In order to collect information about what respondents know about proof of paternity, staff from CSMR designed a study using both cognitive laboratory think-aloud interviews and a field test to develop and pretest the paternity questions. The laboratory technique of cognitive think-aloud interviews was used in this study to determine how concepts and questions were understood. A nonrandom sample of 24 women who do not have paternity established for their children were interviewed in order for us to determin
	A field test of 29 households was conducted and various question evaluation techniques were used. These included behavior coding analysis, responsedistribution analysis, and respondent and interviewer debriefings. During the field test Field Representatives (FRs) tape recorded "live" interviews . Subsequently, behavior coding was conducted. Behavior coding is used to systematically code exchanges between FRs and respondents. The coding 
	A field test of 29 households was conducted and various question evaluation techniques were used. These included behavior coding analysis, responsedistribution analysis, and respondent and interviewer debriefings. During the field test Field Representatives (FRs) tape recorded "live" interviews . Subsequently, behavior coding was conducted. Behavior coding is used to systematically code exchanges between FRs and respondents. The coding 
	provided information about the delivery and reception of a question and provided information about the degree to which a question may be problematic.In addition to behavior codtng, an analysis of response distributions allowed us to examine response patterns to particular questions. Any response patterns that occurred which were different than expected indicated an improvement or a problem with existing question wording. Respondentdebriefings consisted of adding probing questions to the ehd of the interview

	B. Proposed uproof of Paternity• Questions 
	Researchers from the Census Bureau representing CSMR, DSD, Housing, Household and Economics Statistics {HHES), and researchers from ASPE met to discuss the definitions of the proposed "proof of paternity" questions {See Exhibit 1). The questions would be asked about all children who were not covered by legalchild support agreements, as identified in the Child Support Supplement to the SIPP. Methods to establish paternity for these children include whether: 
	{l) .a child's parents were ever-married; 
	(2) .
	(2) .
	(2) .
	some type of court action ever occurred; 

	(3) .
	(3) .
	blood or genetic tests were ever taken; 

	(4) .
	(4) .
	the child's father signed the birth certificate; and 

	(5) .
	(5) .
	the child's father signed any other paper of acknowledgement of paternity 


	1. .Design Problems with the Proposed Questions 
	Three types of problems that could produce measurement error existed with the proposed questions: the layout of the questions, the operationalization of the concepts; and the possibility that ever-married women would construe the questions as inappropriate. Another issue, that is not a design problem, but is one that was addressed as this research was conducted was whether respondents thought these questions were too sensitive to be asked . Each of these problems are discussed in more detail below. 
	The first problem was that the layout of the questions was quite confusing. The initial proof of paternity questions were designed for Field Representatives (FRs) to "read all responses" and "mark all that apply". In order to do this, FRs would need to read the list of "proofs of paternity", one at a time, down the side of 'the page while only recording "yes" responses (according to the child number and letter referencing one of the five "proof of paternity" questions) across the page. 
	Also, it appeared that the introductory sentence to the proposed questions was supposed to be a definition of paternity, although the warp paternity 
	Exhibit 1 
	Proposed Questions to be Added to the .Child Support Topical Module to the SIPP .
	One reason why families may not have a [written] child support agreement or award is that the child's father has not taken any action to legally establish his rights and obligations as the child ' s father. 
	Do any of the following proofs of paternity exist for your child(ren) that are [covered bythe unwritten child agreement or understanding] not covered by a child support agreement or understanding? 
	Read responses . Mark all that apply for each child [covered by the unwritten agreement] not covered by an agreement. 
	ITEM PERSON TYPE OF PROOF 
	# A B c D E 
	A. 
	B. 
	c. 
	0. 
	E. 
	Marriage to .child ' s other parent?.Court action? .Blood/genetic tests? .Father signed birth .certificate? .Father signed other .paper of acknowledgement? .
	Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
	-
	-
	-

	-
	-
	Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
	-
	-

	-
	3 .
	appeared for the first time in the question following the introductory 
	sentence. The list of "proofs of paternity" that followed were intended to operationalize what is meant by "establishing paternity", but the respondent 
	may not have understood that connection. The layout of the questions made 
	this even more problematic as the "proofs" were read as a list of items and 
	not separate direct questions. Because of this, the respondent may not have 
	realized that she was supposed to answer either "yes" or "no" to each item on 
	the list. 
	The second problem was that there were operationalization problems with some of the items listed as "proofs of paternity"." ASPE advised us that a man must have taken a blood test and it proved he was the father of the child for a woman to accurately respond "yes" to the question about "blood/genetic 
	tests". ASPE also advised us that the type of proof of paternity labeled 
	"father signed other papers of acknowledgement" referred to legal statements about paternity such as an "acknowledgement of paternity", or a "declaration of parentage" that has been signed and notarized• It also included documents where the children are named as legal dependents, such as on their father's insurance papers or taxes and it refers to cards or letters given to inclu~gn of these documents was not apparent . 
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	the child signed "dad". As the question was proposed, the 

	The third issue was that the first "proof of paternity" that was asked was "marriage to child's other parent?" Since marriage to the child's other parent is a presumption of paternity, it could be problematic to ask women who have been married to their child's father the remaining questions about other types of proof of paternity. Additionally, it is inappropriate to ask a never-married woman if she was ever married to the father of her child(ren). 
	Lastly, the information on proof of paternity proposed for data collection could be perceived as sensitive to respondents. Since the proposed types of "proofs of paternity" are not mutually exclusive, some of the proposedquestions could be considered redundant and unnecessarily burdensome. This perception of redundancy and burden could increase sensitivity for those respondents who are already unhappy with the nature of the question. 
	2. Solutions to the Design Problems 
	In' an attempt to reduce measurement error, we revised the proposed questions to improve respondent comprehension and better operationalize the types of proofs of paternity. The list of different proofs of paternity was revised to become completely separate "yes"/"no" direct questions (See Exhibit 2) in an effort to better communicate to respondents what is being asked. An additional question for women with multiple children not covered by child 
	Across the U.S., there is a wide range of names referring to a legalstatement of paternity signed by the father. For convenience, in this study we referred to it as an "acknowledgment of paternity". Examples of other names for this type of document are "acknowledgement of parentage" and "declaration of parentage". 
	1 

	Exhibit 2 
	List of Questions Asked in Phase I of the Cognitive Interviews 
	Introduction .One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments i s .because there was never a ruling that legally identified the father. .
	Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father .One way to legally identify the father is through marriage. .
	Was ... ever married to (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through a Court Action .Did a court ever legally identify (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through a Blood Test .Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a blood test? .
	Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate .A father may also voluntarily sign a paper that legally identifies him as the child's father. .
	Did (child's name) father's ever sign (child's name) birth certificate? .
	Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Papers Acknowledging Paternity.Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper that says he is (child's name) father? .
	Do the Children Have the Same Father .Do (names of all children) all have the same father? .
	5 .
	support agreements was also added so it could be determined if all of their 
	ch i1dren had the same father• 
	2

	We also decided to ask a filter question of ever-married women. If they had ever been married to their child's father, they would not be asked any other questions about paternity. Never-married women would not be asked if they had ever been married to their child(ren)'s father. Last, we redesigned the layout of the questions to incorporate check items and skip instructions to roster children not covered by legal agreements through the proof of paternity questions. 
	3. .Explanation of "Proof of Paternity" Rosters 
	A combination of questions and check items placed in the beginning of the child support module facilitates the determination of which of the respondent's children are not covered by legal agreements (See Appendix A page55-56). The questions assemble each of the respondent's child support eligible children into a roster consisting of three categories. The categories are: 
	(1) .
	(1) .
	(1) .
	"no child support agreement"; 

	(2) .
	(2) .
	"covered by the most recent agreement"; and 

	(3) .
	(3) .
	"covered by all other agreements". 


	FRs ask the series of questions about child support agreements for each child who has a parent living outside of the home . Each child must have a "yes" marked in only one of the three categories referred to above. A followupquestion determines whether or not the "most recent agreem~nt" refers to a "written legal agreement" about child support or an "unwritten verbal agreement". Later in the interview the FR will ask respondents the "proof of paternity" questions about each child identified as "not covered 
	Four separate "proof of paternity" rosters were designed. Each distinct roster contains the same identical set of questions about paternity, but each incorporates different skip patterns to reflect the exact nature .of the respondent's situation. All children not covered by legal agreements are rostered through the proof of paternity questions (See Appendix A pp. 60-63 and pp. 66-69 for copies of the rosters used in the Field Test). The distinctions between the rosters are dependent upon whether: 
	(1) .
	(1) .
	(1) .
	th.e child(ren) was(were) covered by a verbal child support agreement; or 

	(2) .
	(2) .
	was(were) not covered by a child support agreement; and 

	(3) .
	(3) .
	whether the woman was never married; or 

	(4) .
	(4) .
	ever married. 


	In the current SIPP Child Support Topical Module, o'ne of the questions asks parents who have children not covered by child support agreements: "Do all of . . . 's children without a child support award have the same absent parent?". 
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	During analyses, data from all four rosters were combined and reported • collectively, regardless of the children's child support agreement status and the respondent's marital status . 
	II. 
	II. 
	II. 
	Cognitive Interviews 

	A. 
	A. 
	Methodology 


	This section of the report presents a brief summary of the results from two phases of cognitive interviews conducted in October and November of 1993. The cognitive interviews presented the proof of paternity questions in the context of the current SIPP Child Support Topical Module. Respondents were asked all relevant module questions, including the additional proof of paternity questions. At the end of the interview, the women were asked a few debriefingquestions to determine their perceptions of the sensit
	Respondents in both"phases of cognitive interviews were given $25.00 to consist~p of 16 interviews. Based on our review of these interviews we made revisions to the wording of the paternity questions for the second phase of cognitive interviews. Seven women were interviewed in the second phase. Once the second phase was completed, we made a few more recommendations for changes to the paternity questions. These recommended paternity questions were administered in the field test discussed in section IV of thi
	compensate them for their participation. The first phase 

	In order to more easily follow the stages of question development, each question is presented and discussed individually for phase one, and then discussed a second time for phase two. The specific wording of each of the types of proofs of paternity questions tested in the interviews is written in ital ics at the beginning of each discussion. At the end of the discussion of a question, recommendations for the next phase of testing are indented and in italics. 
	B. Review of Paternity Questions -Phase I 
	Due to time constraints, ASPE helped us quickly recruit respondents bycontacting a judge presiding over paternity cases at a local courthouse and asking for his assistance. All but three of the 16 Phase I respondents were recruited at the courthouse. The other three respondents were recruited through acquaintances. The women ' s primary purpose for being in the courthouse was to establish paternity in order to determine a child support obligation. Thus, many of the participants were very familiar with the l
	Due to time constraints, ASPE helped us quickly recruit respondents bycontacting a judge presiding over paternity cases at a local courthouse and asking for his assistance. All but three of the 16 Phase I respondents were recruited at the courthouse. The other three respondents were recruited through acquaintances. The women ' s primary purpose for being in the courthouse was to establish paternity in order to determine a child support obligation. Thus, many of the participants were very familiar with the l
	paternity" in response to our probes• In addition, the legal process of establishing paternity and determining a support obligation was quite salient to these respondents, for obvious reasons . 
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	1. Acti~n 
	Paternity Established Through a Court 

	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
	support payments is because there was never a ruling that 1ega11y
	identified the father. 
	Did a court ever legally identify (child's name) father? 
	We read the introductory sentence and then invnediately read the first questionbefore probing. In most cases respondents understood the intended meaning of the introduction and question. However, in answer to probes, those respondents who were interviewed in the courthouse suggested that theyincluded blood tests taken to identify the father as part of their interpretation of this question." To them, taking a blood test was synonymouswith establishing paternity. In fact, there was one respondent who believed
	If the father voluntarily admitted paternity without submitting to a blood test, then she did not believe he had been identified by a court, even if he admitted paternity while in a court room. However, this seemed to be an extreme interpretation as compared to other respondents, and is probably a result of the fact that the father of this respondent's child admitted paternity without taking a blood test. Consistent with her interpretation of the question, this respondent answered "no" to this question, tho
	There are several possible reasons why respondents were not able to think of the father being identified by a court outside of the context of a blood test . One is that most of our respondents had to get a blood test done before the father would admit paternity. So to them, the two scenarios go hand-in-hand. Another reason could be that the question is not worded in a way that emphasizes a court ruling or a court process. It could be that respondents are only hearing "legally identified" and associating thi
	Since respondents did misinterpret the question, we felt it necessary to reword the question to emphasize a "court ruling." The wording for the second phase of interviews was: 
	In focus groups conducted with women who had never been married, Miller and Schaeffer (1992) found that women from this population were not familiar with term "establishing paternity." 
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	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments is because there was never a ru1ing that id~ntified the child's father. 
	legally 

	Was there ever a court ruling that legally identified (child's name) father? 
	2. Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 
	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments is because there was never a ruling that legally identified the father. 
	One way to legally identify the father is through marriage. Was .. ever married to (child's name) father? 
	We only had two respondents in our first phase of interviewing that were "ever married" and were asked this question . One respondent was married to her child's father, and the other was not. In both cases, the respondent answered this question quickly and without difficulty. Hence, no changes were made to this question for the second phase of interviews. 
	3. Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 
	Was (child's name) father ever 1ega11y identified by a blood test? 
	None of our respondents had any difficulty with this question. This is not surprising since, as mentioned above, many of them already had or were going to have a blood test done by order of the court or by the request of the alleged father. In response to our probes, respondents could explain what a blood test is in basic terms and why it is done . Thus, no changes were made for the second phase of interviewing. 
	4. Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 
	A father may also voluntarily sign a paper that 1ega°71y identifies him as the chi1d's father. 
	Did (child's name) father ever sign (child's name) birth certificate? 
	The transition sentence and the question were both read before we beganprobing . Almost every respondent reported that neither the father nor theythemselves actually signed the birth certificate. They explained that instead of signing the birth certificate, they signed some type of form at the hospital that had allowed for their name and the father's name to be put on the birth certificate. In many cases the respondent interpreted the question to be asking whether the father's name was typed on the birth ce
	Another difficulty occurred as a result of the introductory sentence. 
	Initially, the introductory sentence was intended to serve as a transition between the question about blood tests and the next two questions concerning the father's signature on the birth certificate or his signature on an 
	acknowledgement of paternity, both of which are legal proofs of paternity.However, because the introductory sentence directly preceded the birth certificate question , it influenced respondents' interpretation of the birth certificate question. 
	Specifically, respondents were often interpreting "a paper that legallyidentifies him as the child's father" to be referring to one of two things. The first was any hospital form that asks for the father's signature. The other interpretation was that it referred to a notarized acknowledgement of paternity. These interpretations were carried over into the interpretation of question about the birth certificate. When answering the birth certificate question , respondents could have been thinking of either of t
	To remedy these problems we made two major changes to the questicih-before we began the next phase of interviewing . First, we deleted the transitional sentence between the blood test and the birth certificate questions. Second, we changed the wording of the birth certificate question to be consistent with the situation described by respondents. For the second phase of interviews, the question read: 
	Is (child's name) father's name on (child's name) birth 
	certificate? 
	5. .Paternity Established Through the Father ' s Signature on PapersAcknowledging Paternity 
	Did (child' s name) father ever sign any other paper that says he is 
	(child's name) father? 
	Some respondents interpreted this question in the same or similar manner as they had the prior question about signing the birth certificate. In fact, one respondent specifically said she was thinking of a birth certificate. Another respondent said she thought the question was referring to some type of legal document that served the same purpose as a birth certificate. Most respondents, however, also included in their interpretation a description of some type of acknowledgement of paternity, which was the in
	"acknowledgement of paternity" papers 

	The term "other paper" was designed with some ambiguous intentions. As designed, people were including as an "other paper" other things such as insurance papers, birthday cards, bank papers or public assistance forms. As we discussed the meaning of this question with ASPE, we were advised that inclusion of these types of documents could be problematic for their 
	The term "other paper" was designed with some ambiguous intentions. As designed, people were including as an "other paper" other things such as insurance papers, birthday cards, bank papers or public assistance forms. As we discussed the meaning of this question with ASPE, we were advised that inclusion of these types of documents could be problematic for their 
	definition of proof of paternity because depending on the state, the court, etc., such papers may or may not be considered legal proofs of paternity. In no situation would any of these be legally considered as strong of a proof of paternity as a signed acknowledgement. of paternity statement. Thus, a person who responds "yes" to this question while only thinking of an insurance form or a birthday card would not legally have the same proof of paternity as someone with a signed and notarized acknowledgement o

	For the second phase of interviews we changed the wording of this questionwith three goals in mind. First we wanted to make sure that respondents were not thinking about a birth certificate as a possible document to be included iri this question. Second, we wanted to clarify the term "other paper" and make it obvious we were referring only to a legal document such as an acknowledgement of paternity. However, we did not want to use the term "acknowledgement of paternity" specifically, since not all ' areas o
	Other than an application for a birth certificate, did (child's 
	name) father ever voluntarily sign a legal paper stating that he 
	is (child's name) father? 
	Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper, such as a 
	personal letter or insurance papers, that could identify him as 
	(child's name) father? 
	6. Do the Children Have the Same Father 
	Do (names of all children) all have the same father? 
	As explained previously, this question is asked in one of two places during the interview depending on whether the mother has ever been married. If the mother has more than one child and was married to her youngest child's father , then this is the second question asked in the paternity series. If the mother has never been married and has more than one child, she is asked this question at the end of the paternity series. 
	Respondents had no difficulties understanding the question. All respondentswho were asked this question were able and willing to provide an answer. Hence, no changes were made for the second phase of interviewing . 
	C. Review of Proof of Paternity Questions -Phase II 
	Respondents for this phase of the interviews were recruited primarily by wordof-mouth. A child care provider known by one of the researchers were asked to help recruit single mothers to be cognitive interview respondents. Several other respondents were recruited via a flyer -Oistributed in a local day care 
	Respondents for this phase of the interviews were recruited primarily by wordof-mouth. A child care provider known by one of the researchers were asked to help recruit single mothers to be cognitive interview respondents. Several other respondents were recruited via a flyer -Oistributed in a local day care 
	center. These recruiting methods helped minimize the number of respondents who were currently involved in the legal process of establishing paternity to 

	determine child support obligations. Minimizing this type of respondent is 
	beneficial because it allows us to speak with respondents who may not be 
	familiar with the legal process of establishing paternity and thus, not as 
	likely to be accustomed to thinking about the type of information we were 
	asking about. 
	ASPE provided some specific feedback on the changes we made to the paternity paternity~ after the first phase of interviews. Unfortunately, we had already conducted three of the seven second phase interviews when we received their comments . We decided to incorporate their suggestions into the remaining phase two cognitive interviews and test them in the final four interviews. Due to time constraints we were not able to conduct any more then four interviews with the questions that reflected ASPE's suggestio
	questions concerning birth certificates and acknowledgements of 

	Towards the end of the Phase II interviews, Field Division (FLO) staff were developing the field representatives' self-study materials for the -field test. While preparing the materials, they suggested using more pronouns in the question fills rather than proper names. This suggestion was incorporatedinto our recommendations for the paternity questions to be used in the field test and is included in this section in the discussion of each relevant question . 
	Each of the proof of paternity questions asked in the second phase of cognitive interviews is included in Exhibit 3 below. The versions of the birth certificate and the acknowledgement of paternity questions prior to and after receiving input from HHS staff are also included . 
	1. Paternity Established Through a Court Ruling 
	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
	support payments is because there was never a ruling that legally 
	identified the child's father. 
	Was there ever a court ruling that legally identified (child's name)
	father? 
	Typically, respondents interpreted this version of the question as intended. All respondents except one, who was confused from the start of the interview, felt that this question was asking whether the father had been identified in a court of law. According to these respondents, being identified in a court of law could occur either by admitting to paternity in a court, signing an acknowledgement of paternity which is provided as legal evidence in a court ruling, or by _takin~ a blood test and having the res
	Exhibit 3 
	List of Questions Asked in Phase II of the Cognitive Interviews 
	Introduction 
	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments is .because there was never a ruling that legally identified the child's father. .
	Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father .One way to legally identify the child's father is through marriage. .
	Was ... ever married to (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through a Court Action .Was there ever a court ruling that legally identified (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through a Blood Test .Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a blood test? .
	Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate .
	Version 1 .Is (child's name) father's name on (child ' s name) birth certificate? .
	and 
	Version 2 .Did (child's name) father ever write his signature on the applicat ion for (child's name) .birth certificate? .
	Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity .
	Version 1 .Other than an application for a birth certificate, did (child's name) father ever voluntarily .sign a legal paper stating that he is (child's name) father? .
	and 
	Version 2 .Other then the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name) father ever sign a .statement that legally specified that he is (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Other Papers .Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper, such as a personal letter or insurance .papers, that could identify him as (child's name) father? .
	Do the Children Have the Same Father .Do (names of all children) all have the same father? .
	It should be noted, though, that all of the never-married respondents 
	mentioned a blood test as part of their interpretation of the question. The 
	two ever-married respondents did not include a blood test as part of their · 
	initial interpretation of the question. This suggests that blood tests, among
	the never-married population, are perceived as a typical part of the process 
	for establishing proof of paternity. Thus, among the never-married 
	population, blood tests may be frequently included in the interpretation of 
	this question about a court ruling to identify the father. 
	We did make some minor changes to the question even though respondents seemed ~orrectly. One change was to put the question in the active voice instead of the passive voice. We also removed the phrase "ruling that legally identified" from the introductory sentence for two reasons. The fi.rst reason is because the phrase sounded unnecessarily redundant once the question itself included the phrase "court ruling." The second reason is a result of a comment made by a respondent who was married to her child's fa
	to understand it 

	When pressed for an interpretation of "ruling that legally identified the child's father" she indicated that the phrase suggested to her that in the situation when the parents of the child were not married, a blood.test was probably necessary to establish paternity. Although it is not incorrect to interpret the question in this manner, it may make the next question about a blood test seem redundant . Because this phrase continued to introduce the concept of a blood test into the respondents' interpretation 
	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about chi ld 
	support payments is because the child's father was never 1ega77y
	identified. 
	Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a court ruling? 
	2. Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 
	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
	support payments is because there was never a ruling that lega77y
	identified the child's father. One way to 7ega77y identify the child's 
	father is through marriage. 
	Was ... ever married to (child's name) father? 
	Respondents for this question had all been married at some point and had no 
	difficulty interpreting the question . They correctly assumed that asking 
	about marriage to the father of the child was a way to determine whether 
	paternity had been established. Thus, the wording of the introductory .sentence was changed to be consistent with the wording of the introductory 
	paternity had been established. Thus, the wording of the introductory .sentence was changed to be consistent with the wording of the introductory 
	sentence for never-married women, but no other changes were made to the question itself. 

	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child 
	support payments is because the child's father was never 7ega17y 
	identified. One way to legally identify the child's father is through
	marriage. 
	Was ... ever married to· (child's name) father? 
	3. Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 
	Was (child's name) father ever 1ega11y identified by a blood test? 
	Respondents interpreted this question correctly in the second phase of 
	interviews . However, as mentioned earlier, FLD staff suggested that when possible, we use pronouns instead of proper names for the fills. Since the previous question used a proper name in the fill, we recommended using a pronoun for this fill. 
	Was (his/her) father ever legally identified by a blood test? 
	4. Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 
	Is (child's name) father's name on (child's name) birth certificate? 
	We revised this question to be consistent with the situations respondents described in the first phase of interviews. As a result, respondents had no problem interpreting or answering this question. However, this is one of the questions for which ASPE staff suggested a revision after we had begun t he second round of interviews. According to ASPE, the procedures for putting a man's name on the birth certificate varies across states. In fact, in some states, neither one of the parent's name is on the child's
	Given the multiple procedures across states concerning birth certificates, the only certain proof of paternity is when the father signs his own signature on the application for the birth certificate. ASPE staff advised us that the application for a birth certificate is a mandatory part of the birth records kept by the Division of Vital Records within each state. As a result, the practice is probably fairly standard across all states. Thus, to determine whether proof of paternity had been established through
	"Did (child's name) father ever write his signature on the appUcation for (chi1d' s name) birth certificate." 
	This version of the question seemed to communicate clearly to two of the respondents that in order for them to respond positively to this question, the father must have put his own signature on the birth certificate or the application for the birth certificate. One respondent made the exact distinction we were targeting. She said that she had given the hospital the father's name and it was on the birth certificate, but the· father himself never signed the birth certificate or the application for the birth c
	sure what her ex-husband had 

	Since two respondents did interpret the question correctly, and since the other respondents had special circumstances, we decided to recommend the revised version of this question for the field test interviews. The onlyother minor change we made was to substitute a pronoun in the question fill rather than a proper name . The question for the field test was: 
	Did (his/her) father ever write his signature on the app7ication for 
	(child's name) birth certificate? 
	5. Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 
	Other than an application for a birth certificate, did (child's name)
	father ever voluntarily sign a legal paper stating that he is (child's
	name) father? 
	We had asked this question of two respondents before receiving feedback from ASPE staff. Both of these respondents interpreted the term "legal paper" differently. One respondent at first could not verbalize her interpretation of legal paper, but instead focused on the word "voluntarily." After some probing she finally indicated that she thought the question was asking about any kind of paper, legal or not, that the father voluntarily signed. As examples, she mentioned a statement of paternity on a sheet of 
	This woman reported that at one time she and her child's father had been married, thus, during the interview she skipped over the remaining questions concerning paternity. After she was asked the debriefing questions, we decided to go back and probe her about the other proof of paternity questions. 
	4 

	The second respondent interpreted legal papers to be any kind of legal contract or document that was signed for the child. As examples of a legal paper she named medical forms the father has signed, income taxes on which he claims the child as a dependent, or the forms he signed for special handicapped transportation for the child. Neither of these respondents were thinking of a notarized acknowledgement of paternity which was the intended meaning of the term "legal paper." 
	In addition, ASPE staff felt that including the term "voluntarily" precluded documents that fathers must sign at a Child Support Enforcement Office which are considered acknowledgements of paternity. To address this problem and the ambiguity of the term "legal papers" we made several changes to the wording of the question. First, we dropped the word "voluntarily" from the question. Second we added a phrase after "legal paper" which was intended to communicate that purpose of the document was to state acknow
	,. 
	"Other than the application for the birth certificate, did (child's 
	name) father ever sign a legal paper to specifically state that he is 
	(child's name) father?" 
	The four respondents who heard the question, with these changes, interpreted it basically as intended . All four mentioned that the question was about a document other than the birth certificate, and suggested that it was a statement of paternity signed by the father. However, one respondent said "legal papers" referred to "court papers" which could be many things other than an acknowledgement of paternity. A second respondent mentioned "blood which are similar to, but not necessarily the same as an acknowl
	test papers 
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	Other than the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name)
	father ever sign a statement that legally specified that he is (child's
	name) father? 
	6. Paternity Established Through the Fathers Signature on .Other Papers 
	1 

	Did (child's name) father ever sign any other paper, such as a personal Tetter or insurance papers, that could identify him as (child's name) father? 
	All respondents were asked the same version of this question. Basically they interpreted it correctly, and answered without difficulty. However, when directly probed for their interpretation, respondents seemed to focus mainly on insurance papers . Although this isn't an incorrect interpretation, we did not want respondents to exclude other forms of potential proofs of paternity. 
	Thus, we made a minor wording change to remove some of the emphasis on insurance papers and to put more emphasis on other potential forms of proof of paternity. 
	Did (hjs/her) father ever sign any other paper, such as insurance papers, a personal letter or a card, that could identify him as (child'sname) father? 
	D. Review of the Debriefing Questions 
	At the end of each cognitive interview, most respondents were asked debriefing questions concerning their perceptions of the sensitivity of the questions in the interview in general , and about the paternity questions specifically. Though we were primarily interested in the perceived sensitivity of the paternity questions, we did not want to target these questions alone. There are two reasons for this. One is that if we only allowed respondents a single opportunity to express their concerns (i.e . debriefin
	A second reason for not wanting to target only the paternity questions is that the strongest indication of sensitivity to an item, other than refusing to answer an item, would be for the respondent to identify the sensitive question independent of any suggestion from the FR. We felt that we would have stronger evidence of a problem with the paternity questions if respondents volunteered this information on their own. 
	However, by not directing the respondents to the patern ity questions, it is possible that we would not receive any positive or negative feedback about the paternity questions . In the end, we composed two questions . One questionasked respondents if they were comfortable or uncomfortable answering any of the questions in the interview, and the other asked if they were comfortable or uncomfortable answering the questions about a legal ruling to identify the child's father . The wording "legal ruling to iden
	• 
	• 
	• 
	How did you fee1 while answering the questions in this interview? Were you comfortable, uncomfortable, or something else? 

	• 
	• 
	How did you fee7 while answering the questions that asked about a legal ruling to identify your child's father? -Were you comfortable, uncomfortable, or something else? 


	As a third measure of the perceived sensitivity of the paternity questions , we tried to gauge 
	As a third measure of the perceived sensitivity of the paternity questions , we tried to gauge 
	the l ikelihood of respondents.to continue or discontinue their 

	future participation in the survey upon completion of the child support and paternity questions. OSD felt that i.f the paternity questions were perceived as sensitive it might increase the rate of attrition for the next wave of SIPP interviews. However, assessing the likelihood of a future behavior in a different situation is quite difficult . In essence, we are asking respondents to imagine a hypothetical situation and then predict how they would react in that situation. So though·we include respondents an

	Of our 23 total respondents in Phases I and II, only 16 were asked the debriefing questions . Of these 16, only two respondents gave any negativefeedback in response to the debriefing questions, and both of these respondents had special situations that affected their response. For one of these respondents, the father of one of her children had just recently passed away, and her other child was suffering from cerebral palsy. Her comment about the questions was that she was a little uncomfortable talking abou
	The other woman reported feeling uncomfortable answering all of the questions on the child support topical module including the paternity questions . Her reason was that she could not locate the father of her child because he had given her a false name. Upon further probing, this respondent did suggest that she got some cathartic value from answering the questions about legally identifying the father. Again, as in the above case, it seemed that the respondent was uncomfortable discussing the situations surr
	The other fourteen respondents did not vocalize any negative feelings about any of the questions in the interview, including the paternity questions. (Acouple of respondents did report being uncomfortable with the think aloud procedure at first, but that once they got used to the process, they were no longer uncomfortable.) When probed for reasons why they were comfortable answering the questions in the interview and comfortable answering the paternity questions specifically, reasons were fairly consistent 
	This last reason for being comfortable and willing to discuss child support and paternity with the interviewer should be qualified. Most of our respondents were either AFDC recipients or they had entered the legal system on their own for the purpose of establishing paternity or for determining a child support order. Thus, most if not all of these questions were similar to questions they had heard before. From these data, it is difficult to deduce how these questions will be received by people not in similar
	The last question in the debriefing asked respondents how likely it is that they would participate in another interview if an interviewer called them or came to their house, given their experience with the interview that day. All respondents answered that they would be very likely to participate in the future. The only qualification given by some respondents was that their future participation would depend on the topic of the next interview. Only one person gave examples of interview topics for which she wo
	As mentioned above, the responses to this last question are very limited in their usefulness for several reasons. Respondents are trying to predict their behavior in a hypothetical situation which would take place some unspecifiedtime in the future. In addition, respondents were never directly told that they would not be paid to participate in this hypothetical interview. Since respondents were compensated for their participation in the cognitive interviews, this last point alone could be a deciding factor 
	III. Field Test 
	This section of the report describes the field test of the recommended proofof paternity questions. (See Exhibit 4 on the following page for the list of questions asked in the Field Test and Appendix A for a copy of the full Child Support Supplement Interview). In this section we examine respondents'comprehension and knowledge of the questions by exploring response distributions and behavior coding data obtained from the field test. We examine respondents, perceptions of the sensitivity of the questions bye
	A. Methodology 
	Respondents for this research were selected from prior SIPP 1991 Wave 3 participating households. Based on information collected from October throughDecember of 1991, adults who reported having a "child who was under 21 yearsof age with a parent living elsewhere" were identified as having·childsupport-eligible children. For this study, we recontacted women who reportedeither verbal agreements or no child support agreements for their child(ren)and whose most recent interview occurred in the summer or early 
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	Women with written child support agreements were excluded from this ~' s father or they a 1 ready have some kind of legal document obligating the father to pay support. In anycase, paternity has already been established. Men were not contacted as they are ~f paternity. 
	research because they were either married to their chil 
	not required to answer questions about proof 

	Exhibit 4 .
	List of Questions Asked During the .Field Test Interviews .
	Introduction .
	One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement about child support payments is .because the child's father was never legally identified. .
	Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father .One way to legally identify the child's father is through marriage. .
	Was . . . ever married to (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through a Court Action .Was (child's name) father ever legally identified by a court ruling? .
	Paternity Established Through a Blood Test .Was (his/her) father ever legally identified by a blood test? .
	Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate .Did (his/her) father ever write his signature on the application for (child's name) birth .certificate? .
	Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity .Other than the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name) father ever sign a .statement that legally specified that he is (child's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Other Papers.Did (his/her) father ever sign any other paper, such as insurance papers, a personal letter .or a card, that could identify him as (child's name) father? .
	Do the Children Have the Same Father .Do (names of all children) all have the same father? .
	21 .
	The purpose of this last requirement was to ensure easy contact of respondents whose children were not covered by legal child support agreements. Six FRs in three Census regions (Detroit, Chicago, and Los Angeles) were asked to collect a total of approximately 20 taped interviews from the end of December throughthe middle of January. Each FR was given a list of respondents to call and was asked to complete a set number of interviews, in consultation with their regional office. As we were interested in testi
	Before the interviews began, a pre-notification letter was sent out to prospective respondents . Our procedures required FRs to ask to speak to the eligible child support mother, even if this person had not been the primary household respondent throughout the duration of the panel survey . Althoughself interviews were preferred, proxy interviews were permissible. 
	At the beginning of the interview, FRs requested permission to tape the interview. Interviews were to be conducted, regardless of whether or not respondents agreed to be taped . Aside from taping the interviews, FRs were to intervi~ws usuallyconsist of a core set of questions about income and program participation and three to five additional topical modules . For this interview, respondents were asked SIPP core questions followed by the Child Support Topical Module and a few debriefing questions . 
	follow standard SIPP field procedures. The standard SIPP 

	The debriefing questions (See page 72 of Appendix A) were developed to ask respondents about their perceptions of the sensitivity of the interview questions . They were designed to be asked immediately following the child support topical module. After the debriefing questions, FRs were to ask to speak to one other SIPP eligible person. If another person was not available for a self interview, proxy interviews would be allowed. The purpose of this additional procedure was to ask respondents to continue an in
	Interviews were collected from 29 separate households in three census regions . (See Table 1 below). Seven proof of paternity eligible respondents had been married to the father of their children and, thus, these respondents did not answer the more detailed paternity questions. Eleven respondents answered the "proof of paternity" questions, and 11 interviews were ineligible for analysis• Thus, only 18 interviews contained usable information. Fifteen of the 18 eligible interviews were tape recorded . Data fr
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	Three interviews were not available for analysis because there were no children in the household with a parent living elsewhere . The proof of paternity questions could not be analyzed in another four interviews because the topical module was based on a written child support agreement (outside the scope of this research) and four other proof of paternity interviews were not completed due to various interviewer errors. 
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	Table 1 Number of Interviewers and Number and Type of Child Support Interview By REGION 
	Table 1 Number of Interviewers and Number and Type of Child Support Interview By REGION 
	Table 1 Number of Interviewers and Number and Type of Child Support Interview By REGION 

	Re ion Detroit Chicago Los Angeles TOTAL 
	Re ion Detroit Chicago Los Angeles TOTAL 
	Number of Interviewers l 2 3 6 
	Total Interviews 11 10 8 . 29 
	Married -Skipped out of PaternityQuestions l 3 3 7 
	PaternityQuestions Asked 7 1 3 11 
	Ineligible for PaternityQuestion s 3 6 2 11 


	section on behavior coding analysis and data from all 29 interviews are 
	reported in the section on the debriefing questions. There are two major
	limitations to analysis of these data. The first is that the number of cases 
	examined is very small. It is not possible to make generalizations about the 
	establishment of paternity for the entire population of children not covered 
	by legal agreements. The second limitation is that since one FR in Detroit 
	conducted half of the proof of paternity interviews we can expect FR effects, 
	especially in the behavior coding and debriefing analysis. 
	C. Response Distribution 
	Table 2, on the following page, shows the response distributions for all pretest interviews for which data on proofs of paternity were obtained. Throughout all of the questions, very few "don't know" (n=4) responses were recorded, and, at no time during any of the interviews did any of the respondents refuse to answer any of the questions about proofs of paternity. 
	As we have stated, the proof of paternity questions are not mutually exclusive. If more then one type of proof exists, it may be burdensome and redundant to continue asking women all of the remaining paternity questions. Therefore, in order to decide whether it is necessary to ask all of the proof of paternity questions, once a response of "yes" is provided, we examined whether relationships existed between the proofs of paternity questions. 
	The first type of proof of paternity examined is marriage to the child's father . Twelve ever-married women were asked if they had ever been married to the father of their youngest child (or only child). Women with multiplechildren were asked whether the children all had the same father. Eight of the twelve ever-married women had at one time been married to their childrens' father . Since marriage to the father is a presumption of paternity, it was unnecessary to continue asking the remaining proof of pater
	Questions asking about the other five types of proof of paternity were asked of 11 women about 17 separate children (See Table 2 on the following page). 
	(These 11 women were comprised of six never-married women and five evermarried women who had not been married to the child's fathers.) Three of the childrens' fathers were identified in court rulings and no child's father was identified by a blood test. Four children had their father's signature on an application for their birth certificate and three fathers were identified through other types of papers. 
	Six of the fathers were reported to have signed statements legally specifying that they were the child's father. After listening to the taped interviews, we discovered that some of the respondents were interpreting this question(displayed below) to mean something other than a notarized statement of paternity. 
	Other than the application for a birth certificate, did (child's name)
	father ever sign a statement that 7ega71y specified that he is (child's
	same) father? 
	N 
	vi 
	Table 2 .
	Response Distributions for the Proof of Paternity Questions for .Never-Married Women and Ever-Married Women not Married to Child's Father .
	Paternity Established Through: 
	Response Category 
	Response Category 
	Response Category 
	Court Ruling 

	"Yes" 
	"Yes" 
	3 

	"No" 
	"No" 
	13 

	"Don't Know" 
	"Don't Know" 
	1 

	"Refused" 
	"Refused" 
	0 

	Number of Times 
	Number of Times 
	17 

	Question is Asked 
	Question is Asked 

	Number of Women 
	Number of Women 
	11 

	Asked the Question 
	Asked the Question 


	Blood Test 
	Blood Test 
	Blood Test 
	Birth Certificate 

	0 16 1 0 17 
	0 16 1 0 17 
	4 13 0 0 17 

	11 
	11 
	11 


	Acknowledgementof Paternity 
	6 10 1 
	0 17 
	11 
	Other .Papers .
	3 
	14 
	l 0 17 
	11 
	Two of the six "yes'' responses were due to one father signing papers so that both of his children could receive social security payments. Such actions should not have been reported as "yes" to this question, but should have been reported "yes" to the next question in the series. When we developed this question we made a conscious decision not to include a phrase such as "acknowledgment of paternity" in the wording of the question. These field data show that respondents are including legal documents other t
	Two of the "don~t know" responses (paternity through the courts and paternitythrough blood tests) were provided from one woman who sought help through the Child Support Enforcement Office, but who did not know what kind of papers the father may have signed . The other two "don't know" responses (acknowledgementof paternity and other papers) were reported by a woman for one of her two children who have the same father. 
	According to the response distribution data, the father's paternity had been established for nine of the 17 children. As previously stated, .this set of questions did not ask about mutually exclusive events. For four of the nine children, multiple proofs existed. It appeared that if some type of legal form of paternity existed, another legal "proof" may exist as well. 
	D. Behavior Coding Analysis 
	Behavior coding was developed as a method of quantitative data analysis used to evaluate interviewers (Cannell, Lawson, and Hausser, 1975). The method has recently been modified to quantitatively examine interviewer and respondentinteractions which take place during the course of an interview and which maybe indicative of problems in questionnaire design (Oksenberg and Cannell 1990; Esposito, Rothgeb, Hess, and Campanelli 1992, Campanelli and Esposito, 1992). The interactions refer to the "turns" interviewe
	Coded interviewer behaviors included whether interviewers read questions exactly as worded or whether the initial question reading contained slight or major changes to the original question wording. Sometimes interviewers verified information instead of asking the question. Whether their verifications were adequate or inadequate was also coded . For this study, we whethe~ pronouns or proper names were read within the context of the proof of paternity questions. 
	also coded 

	Coded respondent behaviors included whether respondents provided adequate or 
	inadequate answers to the survey questions. Sometimes respondents requested additional information or clarification of a.question" They may have 
	inadequate answers to the survey questions. Sometimes respondents requested additional information or clarification of a.question" They may have 
	interrupted the question reading. All of these behaviors were coded. 

	Additionally, in this study, we coded whether respondents disclosed additional 
	information that -could have been used for verification later in the interview . 
	Taken collectively, behavior coding analyses can be used to quantitatively 
	determine whether interviewers or respondents had difficulties with the 
	reading or interpretation of questions. In the past, this information has 
	been collected as qualitative data gathered from anecdotal evidence based on 
	interviewer debriefings. Behavior coding data allow researchers to 
	retrospectively observe patterns of behavior that may have affected the 
	quality of the data collected. Based on the analysis of the data, some wording problems can be identified and subsequently addressed . 
	Behavior coding can either be carried out "live" as an interview is conducted or it can be completed while listening to tape recorded interviews. For this study, we coded interviews taped from the regional offices and FRs homes. As noted previously, 15 interviews were ·available for our analysis. Tables 3a 
	and 3b presents the interviewer and respondent behavior coding data for the "proof of paternity" questions. 
	-~ 
	... 
	It is important to note that up to three interviewer codes and three respondent codes could be marked during a single interaction. For example, an interviewer could read a question and insert a pronoun instead of a proper name. At the same time she could read the question with a slight wordingchange. A respondent could supply an adequate answer to a question while qualifying her answer. All four behaviors would be coded. Since a total of three codes per interviewer and respondent could be marked per interac
	1. Interviewer and Respondent Codes 
	Overall , the FRs read the questions either exactly as worded, or interchanged a pronoun with a proper name or vice versa 72 times out of 103 questionwordings and 19 questions wordings were changed slightly (see Table 3a). Only10 times did FRs make major wording changes to any of the questions. Behavior coding of the respondent's answers to the questions was straightforward . Overall, seventy-four of 101responses were marked as adequate answers {seeTable 3b). During five interactions, respondents provided a
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	The introduction {n=15) was read to the respondent and did not require a response. If this is taken into account, 74 of 87 responses were coded as adequate . 
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	Table 3a 
	Results of Interviewer Behavior Coding by .Que~tion Asked in the "Proof of Paternity" Series .
	Paternity Established Through: 
	Paternity Established Through: 
	Paternity Established Through: 

	Interviewer Code 
	Interviewer Code 
	Introduction 
	Married to the Father 
	Court Ruling 
	Blood Test 
	Birth Certificate 
	Acknowledgement of Paternity 
	Other Papers 
	Children Have the Same Father 
	Total 

	Exact 
	Exact 
	4 
	12 
	9 
	7 
	4 
	7 
	3 
	2 
	48 

	Stress 
	Stress 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Pronoun 
	Pronoun 
	0 
	1 
	1 
	4 
	6 
	2 
	8 
	2 
	24 

	Exact/Pronoun 
	Exact/Pronoun 
	4 
	13 
	10 
	11 
	10 
	9 
	11 
	4 
	72 

	Slight Change 
	Slight Change 
	7 
	1 
	2 
	0 
	2 
	3 
	3 
	1 
	19 

	Major Change 
	Major Change 
	3 
	0 
	2 
	2 
	1 
	1 
	1 
	0 
	10 

	Adequate Verify 
	Adequate Verify 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	3 
	3 

	Inadeqaate Verify 
	Inadeqaate Verify 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Adequate Feedback 
	Adequate Feedback 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Inadequate Feedback 
	Inadequate Feedback 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Not Read 
	Not Read 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Other 
	Other 
	1 
	2 
	3 
	0 
	1 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	7 

	Unknown 
	Unknown 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	Total 
	Total 
	Times 
	15 
	14 
	14 
	13 
	13 
	13 
	13 
	8 
	103 

	Question Asked 
	Question Asked 

	Total 
	Total 
	Number 
	15 
	16 
	17 
	13 
	14 
	13 
	15 
	8 
	111 

	of Codes 
	of Codes 


	Table 3b .Results of Respondent Behavior Coding by.Question Asked in the "Proof of Paternity" Series .
	Paternity Established Through: 
	Respondent Code 
	Respondent Code 
	Respondent Code 
	Introduction 
	Married to the Father 
	Court Ruling 
	Blood Test 
	Birth Certificate 
	Acknowledgement of Paternity 
	Other Papers 
	Children Have the Same Father 
	Total 

	Adequate Answer 
	Adequate Answer 
	0 
	13 
	11 
	12 
	12 
	11 
	11 
	4 
	74 

	InadequateAnswer 
	InadequateAnswer 
	0 
	1 
	0 
	0 
	1 
	0 
	0 
	1 
	3 

	Qua1ifi ed 
	Qua1ifi ed 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	2 
	0 
	0 
	2 

	Additional Information 
	Additional Information 
	0 
	2 
	1 
	0 
	0 
	1 
	0 
	1 
	5 

	.,) D 
	.,) D 
	Request for Clarification 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	1 
	1 
	0 
	2 

	TR
	Interruption 
	0 
	1 
	1 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	1 
	0 
	3 

	TR
	Don't Know 
	0 
	0 
	1 
	1 
	0 
	1 
	1 
	0 
	4 

	TR
	Other 
	1 
	0 
	1 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	2 

	TR
	Unknown 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	TR
	Total Times Question Asked Total Number of Codes 
	15 1 
	14 17 
	14 15 
	13 13 
	13 13 
	13 16 
	13 14 
	6 6 
	101 95 


	information pertaining to other questions in the interview. As reportedearlier, only four "don't know" responses were recorded throughout the test and in only 3 cases was an inadequate answer to a question given by a respondent. Based on listening to the tapes and the results of the quantitative behavior coding analysis we decided that a number of slightchanges to the questions were necessary. A discussion of the behavior codingdata and the reconunended wording changes follows. 
	a. Introductory Statement 
	The introductory statement is read to the respondent prior to asking the first "proof of paternity" question. Thus, it does not require a response from the respondent. The introduction was read as worded 4 out of 15 times. Seven slight and 3 major wording changes were coded. Almost one half of the slightwording changes read in the introduction occurred as FRs said "One reason a parent might not have a written agreement about child support" instead of "written arrangement about child support." In the context
	Only once did a respondent make any comments after the introduction was read. Since several FRs preferred to use "agreement", we recommend implementing the change. 
	b. Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father 
	Almost every time this question was read to respondents, it was read exactly as worded (13 of 14) . The 2 "other" codes occurred when FRs inserted a transition such as "and now for Peter" before the question was asked. Thirteen of 14 respondents answered this question adequately. Two of those respondents provided extra additional information . Only one respondentprovided an inadequate response to this question and that women answered the question by saying "they both have the same father". We did not see an
	c. Paternity Established Through a Court Action 
	The question asking about a court ruling was read correctly 10 out of 14 times. Two major wording changes were coded. The respondents provided adequate answers 11 out of 14 times. A "don't know" response was obtained from a woman who was on AFDC. She stated that she did not know what actions , if any, the AFDC office had taken to establish paternity for her child . . No recommendations for revisions were made for this question. 
	d. Paternity Established Through a Blood Test 
	This question was read exactly as worded 11 out of 13 times. Two majorread~ng of the question the FR changed 
	This question was read exactly as worded 11 out of 13 times. Two majorread~ng of the question the FR changed 
	wording changes were coded. During one 

	the wording from "Was (his/her) father ever legally identified by a blood test" to "Was he ever legally identified by a blood test?" The change of the pronoun and the omission of the word "father" could change the meani ng of the question and could possibly confuse the respondent. · Respondents provided an adequate response 12 out of 13 times. The don't know response came from the same woman referenced in the above question. In order to ensure properreading and comprehension, in this question we are recomme

	e. Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate 
	FRs read the question exactly as worded 10 out of 13 times . Only one majorchange to the question wording was recorded . During this analysis it was discovered that in households where the questions were asked about more than one child, FRs were inclined to substitute each child's proper name in the first pronoun fill. While in households with one child, FRs inserted pronounsinstead of proper names in both of the fills. One FR included the words "his own signature" in her reading of the question. We decided
	adequate answers to this question. We recommend 

	f . Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity 
	FRs read the question exactly as worded 9 out of 13 times. One FR read this question with a major wording change and three slight changes were made to the reading of this question. Two respondents qualified their answers by sayingthings like "as far as I know", and one respondent gave the FRs additional information about her children. The one woman who answered "don't know" to this question for her first sample child answered "no" to the same question for her second sample child, even though the children ha
	certificate? 
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	We are recommending a slight change ("specified" to "specifies") to present this question in the present tense. 
	g. Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Other Papers 
	The FRs read this question exactly as worded 3 out of 13 times and interchanged proper names with pronouns 8 times . Three separate times, different FRs changed the question slightly and read "any other paper such as 
	11
	s.n insurance ~· instead of "such as insurance papers". Only one majorwording change was coded. FRs were very likely to fill both of the fills with the child's proper name, even when asking the "proof of paternity" questions of one child in the household. 
	Eleven respondents provided adequate answers. The one respondent who requested clarification asked "do you mean birthday cards?" and the don't know response came from the same woman referenced in the preceding question. We are recommending that the wording of this question be modified to emphasizeplural "papers" and we are also recommending that the child's proper name be used in both fills. 
	h. Do the Children Have the Same Father 
	FRs read this question exactly as worded only 4 out of 8 times. Many times, additional information provided to the FRs in earlier questions included the fact that the children all have the same father. Hence, FRs were able to adequately verify this question three times. Therefore, this question was either read exactly as worded or verified correctly 7 out of 8 times. 
	2. Check Items and Skip Patterns 
	The field test was also designed to determine if FRs would have anydifficulties following the check items and skip patterns that appear both before the four rosters and embedded within the rosters. We knew that the FRs would need to depend on the check items to determine which children the paternity questions referred to, and once eligibility was determined, the FR needed to correctly transcribe the correct child's name into the correct paternity roster . As we listened to the tapes, we had to determine whe
	In general, the FRs did not seem to have many difficulties marking the check items or following the complex skip patterns . Most of the time, FRs made the correct eligibility determination . Only once did a FR incorrectly mark "No". Unfortunately, data about paternity were lost due to this error. 
	' 
	Throughout most of the interviews the FRs seemed to rely on their memory,instead of the earlier child support roster, as they filled in the children's names in the paternity rosters. While listening to the tapes, we did not hear "flipping" pages at any of the check items, indicating that the FRs were probably relying on their memory. It is possible that the "flipping" of pages may not have been detectable on tape. We observed two kinds of errors, discussed below, caused by this practice. 
	In one interview a respondent had two children. One child was covered by a verbal agreement and another child was not covered by an agreement at all. Because the FR did not refer to the child support roster, the FR asked the paternity questions in the "verbal agreement" roster about the wrong child. She discovered she had made an error, asked the questions about the correct child, and then when the time was right, repeated the "proof of paternity" questions in the "no agreement" roster. In another case, a F
	In one interview a respondent had two children. One child was covered by a verbal agreement and another child was not covered by an agreement at all. Because the FR did not refer to the child support roster, the FR asked the paternity questions in the "verbal agreement" roster about the wrong child. She discovered she had made an error, asked the questions about the correct child, and then when the time was right, repeated the "proof of paternity" questions in the "no agreement" roster. In another case, a F
	to check for the child's name and ended up stumbling through the remainingpaternity questions. 

	There were not many problems with any of the other check items; however, problems were observed with some of the skip instructions. One FR checked the correct response for marital status, but instead of skipping to the evermarried roster, she asked the questions in the never-married roster. It was obvious that the woman had been married to her child's father and would have skipped out of the paternity questions had the correct skip pattern been followed. Instead, the two struggled through the remaining pat
	Another FR had trouble with the skip patterns for a woman who had previouslybeen married to the father of her multiple children who were not covered by any child support agreement. She read the questions correctly, filled in the correct responses but did not seem to read the instructions to the skip patterns. She eventually found a way out of the paternity roster, but went on to ask questions about the wrong children at Questions 9a-9c (See page 71, Appendix A) . 
	Aside from the exceptions described above, all skip patterns and check items were followed smoothly. However, it is important to note that all of the paths that could be followed were not taken during this pretest due to the limited number of cases that were tested . The observations do, however, suggest that FRs need to be more alert to the skip instructions and skippatterns in the questionnaire. One way to ensure this is by communicating to FRs in the self study the importance of following the instruction
	D. Results of Debriefing Questions and Proxy Interviews 
	1. Debriefing Questions 
	The debriefing questions were designed to obtain information regarding respondents' sensitivity to any of the questions in the SIPP interview. We purposely designed them to be nondirect, allowing respondents the freedom to tell us whether there were any questions or topics, including paternity, that they felt were too sensitive to talk about. By not asking directly about the paternity questions we were trying to determine which questions, if any, were salient enough for respondents to remember as being sens
	"Now that we have finished your interview, I would like to ask a few follow up questions. These questions will help us to improve our survey in the future. We recently sent you a letter telling you that we would be recontacting your household for this interview. Did you have a chance to read the letter?" 
	"Were there any questions in this interview that you felt uncomfortable 
	answering?; If yes, Which questions were they?; and What was it about 
	the questions that made you feel uncomfortable?"; and 
	"Were there any questions that you did not want to answer, If yes , Which questions; and What was it about the questions that made you not want to answer them?" 
	The questions were designed to be read to the respondent immediately following the questions about child support. Unfortunately, not all of the FRs followed this procedure. One FR asked the questions at the very end of the interview and some FRs decided to either revise the first question before asking it or omitted it altogether. 
	Of the 19interviews that contain information about paternity, three wit~ the paternity questions and one respondent mentioned she was not comfortable with the questions concerning the "dad" (See Table 4). For one of those respondents, y~ars ago . Although the introductory questions to the child support supplement made this woman eligible for questions about child support, this woman should not have been providing answers to this supplement. The second respondent said "it is not that I am uncomfortable with 
	8 
	respondents specifically mentioned being uncomfortable 
	the natural father had legally terminated his parental rights many 

	Two of the four respondents who refused to let the FR tape the interview vocalized some discomforts with the content of the interview. However, the responses the FRs wrote down for both of these respondents seemed very vague. The f irst said "no" to the first debriefing question and only after the second question did she say "I am uncomfortable with the questions about the dad. " The other woman declared that none of the information for all of the questions was any of the governments' business. 
	Two other paternity respondents reported questions, other than the paternity series, that they were either uncomfortable answering or that they did not wapt to answer. In two of the interviews in which none of. the paternity questions were asked, some women responded that they were not comfortable with questions "about the dad". 
	There did not seem to be a pattern to suggest which women would be uncomfortable with the paternity questions. Some women who sounded perfectlycomfortable answering the paternity questions expressed concerns and many 
	Due to an interviewer error, one respondent was inadvertently asked the full range of paternity questions even though she had been married to her child's father . Although we made the decision not to include her in the responsedistribution and behavior coding analyses, she is counted as a paternityrespondent for the respondent debriefing analysis since she was exposed to the paternity questions. 
	1 

	others did not . These same women answered all of the questions about paternity, even though they may have subsequently indicated some sensitivityto the questions during the debriefing. Overall, the percentage of ~ncomfortable with questions about 
	respondents reporting that they were 

	''paternity" or "the dad" is approximately the same for respondents who answered paternity questions as those who did not (see Table 4. ) 
	2. Proxy Interviews 
	Earlier we stated that none of the respondents refused to answer any of the questions about proof of paternity. Not only did they agree to respond to the questions, but they also, when asked , either summoned the next person to the telephone or served as a proxi respondent for the second person in the household, without hesitation • This suggests that even if the respondent reported feeling uncomfortable with a question in the interview, they were not so negatively affected that they would refuse to continu
	E. Interviewer Debriefing 
	Approximately one week after field interviews were completed, we conducted a teleconference debriefing with one FR from each of the three regions participating in the pretest . We debriefed the FRs to determine what their impressions were of the questions, check items and interviews in general. It is important to remember that one of these FRs conducted half of the proof of paternity interviews and another FR, although she did not recall during the debriefing, asked only one woman if she had ever been marri
	The debriefing confirmed some of the design issues we considered as we designed the paternity rosters for a paper instrument. The FRs were more comfortable with check items which included the topic of the question beingreferenced, rather than just item numbers . They also appreciated page numbers placed in the skip instructions and reported no problems either writing the children's names at the top of the paternity rosters or inserting the children's names into the questions. However, all of the FRs reporte
	The FRs reported some of the same patterns we found in the behavior coding. If there was more than one child in the household they reported reading the child ' s proper name instead of the pronoun and if they asked about only one 
	In one region, the interviewers did not follow the instructions to ask to speak to a second household respondent . 
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	Table 4 
	Questions Perceived as Sensitive By Paternity and Non-Paternity Respondents 
	Questions Perceived as Nori-Paternit~ ResEondents 
	Sensitive Paternity ResEondents 

	Number Percent Number Percent 
	Questions about Paternity 
	Questions about Paternity 
	Questions about Paternity 
	3 
	15. 8% 
	0 
	0% 

	Questions About the Dad 
	Questions About the Dad 
	1 
	5.3 
	2 
	20 . 0 

	Other Questions 
	Other Questions 
	3 
	15.8 
	0 
	0 

	No Questions Perceived 
	No Questions Perceived 
	as 
	12 
	63 . 3 
	8 
	80.0 

	Sensitive 
	Sensitive 

	Total 
	Total 
	19 
	100 .0 
	10 
	100.0 

	Base 
	Base 
	N 
	19 
	19 
	10 
	10 


	36 .
	child they reported reading the questions with pronouns instead of proper names. They did not report any major problems with question wording or respondent comprehension. They also reported that some respondents hesitated before answering the questions. One of the FRs thought they hesitated because the questions were sensitive, though another FR thought they hesitated because they were trying to recall answers to the questions . 
	When asked for general comments about the interviews, two FRs immediatelycommented that several of their respondents thought the questions were too personal • They reported that comments about the sensitivity of the questions did not come out during the interview, but came out instead during the debriefing questions. The FRs themselves, however, seemed to think the questions were rather sensitive. Interestingly enough, at one point in the debriefing, the FR who did not think her respondents perceived the qu
	10 

	F. CONCLUSIONS 
	The paternity questions were pretested to determine if respondents would (1)be able to comprehend the questions; (2) have the knowledge to answer the questions and; (3) consider the questions too sensitive to answer or to continue with an interview. 
	The behavior coding analysis shows that, overall, 98 percent of the time, the questions appeared to be clear to respondents . When respondents were not clear about the intent of the question, they requested clarification using statements such as "you mean like a birthday card?" or "aside from the birth certificate". It is clear that some respondents interpreted the "acknowledgement of paternity" question to include legal documents other than a document specifically acknowledging paternity. As previously sta
	We must be very careful not to make major inferences from these field data as the number of cases examined is extremely small. However, respondents do appear to be able to answer the questions. The response distributions reflect very few "don't know" responses and some of the "don't know" responses that do appear are due to a woman on AFDC who was not knowledgeable of what types of actions, if any, the Office of Child Support Enforcement had taken to establish paternity for her child. 
	The FR who reported that only one of her respondents thought the paternity questions were sensitive is the interviewer who conducted the majority of the paternity interviews. She is the same FR who erroneously asked the debriefing questions after the second household respondent. 
	10 

	It is somewhat difficult to make a statement about the sensitivity of these questions. The respondents were people who continued to participate in the SIPP for eight waves of data collection and when contacted for a ninth time , agreed to participate again. They were used to answering a battery of personal questions about their income and they were used to answering the'° SIPP questions for more than one person in their household. 
	At no time did any respondent refuse to answer any of the proof of paternity questions, even when the questions were repeated for two or three of their children . When requested, all of the respondents continued to give proxyinterviews for other household members. Although some of the FRs perceived a wider sensitivity problem then was evidenced by the data, one FR did not . She was the FR who conducted the majority of the interviews, but who also · erroneously asked the debriefing questions after conducting
	The questions were tested with the knowledge that the different types of proof of paternity are not mutually exclusive. The order of the questions was designed to follow a legal hierarchy so that a decision could be made to either ask about all types of proofs of paternity or stop after the first . "yes'' response. Marriage to the father is a presumption of paternity as is a court ruling about the identity of the child 's father which actuallyestablishes paternity. A blood test, signatures on applications f
	The data appear to show that some type of relationship exists between types of proofs of paternity. If legal paternity had been established, multiple proofs sometimes existed. In order to decrease respondent burden, perceived redundancy and sensitivity to the questions we may want to discontinue the paternity series once a "yes" response is recorded for the first time . 
	In summary, the FRs read the questions as worded, without major problems, and respondents were able to answer the questions. Some respondents included documents other than "acknowledgement of paternity" in their responses to the question and , based on the cognitive interviews, some respondents may be including blood tests in their interpretation of the question asking about court actions taken to establish paternity. It appears that it must be made very clear to the FRs how important it is to look back to 
	In summary, the FRs read the questions as worded, without major problems, and respondents were able to answer the questions. Some respondents included documents other than "acknowledgement of paternity" in their responses to the question and , based on the cognitive interviews, some respondents may be including blood tests in their interpretation of the question asking about court actions taken to establish paternity. It appears that it must be made very clear to the FRs how important it is to look back to 
	questions were reported to be sensitive to some respondents, respondents who were not asked paternity questions also reported sensitivity to the questions "dad"~ 
	about the 


	IV. FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
	Based on the cognitive interviews and field pretest we recommend including the .questions about proof of paternity in the SIPP Child Support Topical Module . .The final recommendations for the wording of the proof of paternity questions .are provided below. Revisions since the field test are indicated through .shading of words or phrases . .
	Introduction .One reason a parent might not have a written at"t"aAge1ReAt i§te~~n~?!about child .support payments is because the child's father was never lega.lly identified. .
	Paternity Established Through Marriage to the Child's Father .One reason a parent might not have a written at"raAgemeAt jg~#¢iilfjpt about child .support payments is because the child's father was never legallY f dentified. .One way to legally identify the child's father is through marriage. .
	Was ... ever married to (Chi7d's name) father? .
	Paternity Established Through a Court Action .Was (Child's name) father ever legally identified by a court ruling? .
	Paternity Esta_~J.i.~.h..!~....Iht9.~9h a Blood Test .Was (his/her) :l&fii::[P.):(:~il!-~f.i father ever legally identified by a blood test? .
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Btr~h Certificate Did (his /her) father ever write his nW# signature on the application for 
	Paternity Established Through a 


	(Chi7d's name) birth certificate? ········· 

	5. 
	5. 
	Paternity Established Through a Legal Acknowledgement of Paternity Other than the appl ication for a birth certificate, did (Child's name) father ever sign a statement that legally specifieel ~p$p}r):~f: that he fs (Chi7d' s 


	nalne) father? ............. .. ..................... .
	Paternity Establ.ished .. Through the Father's Signature on Other Paper!).Did (his/her) :(:~JU::l?f!~!l~jtf:iQi¢.;} father ever sign any other ~l,).pg£j, such as .papeiOs· · ·f;Qr@j~····a· ..p·ersonal letter or a card that could ..lderitify him as .(Chi7d ' s name) faffief?. .
	insurance 

	Do the Children Have the Same Father? .Do (Read names of a17 chi7dren recorded in Check Item T21a or T21b) all have .the same father? .
	There are two additional recommendations that are suggested for implementation once the questionnaire is designed for computer-assisted interviewing . They are provided below. 
	1. .As the types of proofs of paternity are not mutually exclusive and the data seem to show a relationship between the types of proofs of paternity, we recommend that if a woman responds "yes" to one question,the interviewer does not continue to ask about the other questions regarding other types of proof of paternity. This will decrease respondent burden and perhaps diminish any negative reactions that may occur. 
	It is recommended that this revision be introduced when the instrument is programmed for computer assisted interviewing since it would be too complex to do with a paper questionnaire. 
	2. .It i s also recommended that once the instrument is computerized, the fills within the questions be modified so that questions referencing prop~r names and pronouns and questions referencing multiple children in the household contain fills with proper names. A transition sentence between children in the roster may also be added. 
	only one child in a household contain fills combining 
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	APPENDIX A .

	Section 5 -TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) .Part C -CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS .
	Refer to cc items 24 and25. 
	Refer to cc items 24 and25. 

	10Yes
	:84001 

	Is ••• the parent of children under 21 
	Is ••• the parent of children under 21 
	Is ••• the parent of children under 21 
	20No-Skip to Check Item Cl


	years of age who live In this household? 1a. Does ••• have any children of •••'• own In this 
	M01 I 10Yes
	l

	household under 21 years ofage who have a 
	parent living elsewhere? .20No-Skip to Check Item Cl
	1 
	1 

	(Do not include adoptive or biological parents who would be living at home except for military or other job related absences.) 
	I
	I

	b. How many of •• .'• own chlldren living here have a parent llvlng elsewhere? 
	: 8402 I rnChildren 
	(Do not include adoptive or biological parents who would be living at home except for military or other job related absences.) 
	c. Which of~ • .'a children are those? (Record person number and name ofchildren in column 1C, below.I 
	(List children by age, younge!'t first.) 
	(List children by age, younge!'t first.) 
	(List children by age, younge!'t first.) 

	TR
	1C 
	1D/1K 
	1H/1J 
	11 

	Children under 21 
	Children under 21 
	with pare
	nt living elsewhere 
	Children with NO SUPPORT agreement 
	Children covered, MOST RECENT agreement 
	Children covered, ALL OTHER agreements 

	Person No. 
	Person No. 
	Name 

	TR
	8404 
	10Yes 
	10Yes 
	10Yes 


	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 10Yes 10Yes 
	10Yes 8"33 10Yes 10Yes 

	1d. These next few questions concern child 
	10Yes
	10Yes

	support. 2 0 No -For each child listed in column 1C, mark
	Child support payments can be specified in written or verbal child support agreements. 
	the "Yes· box in column 1D/1K and SKIP ro Sa, page 64 
	the "Yes· box in column 1D/1K and SKIP ro Sa, page 64 

	Have child support payments ever been agreed to or awarded for (any of) • • .'1 children that we have just listed? 
	e. .For how many children? : I rnChildren 
	8436 

	Refer to 1e above. 
	Refer to 1e above. 

	8437 1 10Yes-SKIP to 1j Is ·one· entered? 20N0 
	l

	1f. .Are •• .'s children that we have just listed covered by different child support agreements. : 8"3a I 10Yes (By that, we mean separate agreements 2 0 No -SKIP ro 1j involving different absent parents)? 
	I 

	g. How many different child support agreements .~
	rn .
	rn .

	cover these children? .~ Number of agreements 
	h. Which of these children are covered by the MOST RECENT AGREEMENT? 
	(Refer to the children listed in column 1C) .(For each child mentioned, mark the "Yes· box in column 1H/1J of the roster.) .
	i. Which of these children are covered by any OTHER child support agreements, either written or verbal? 
	(Refer to the children listed in column 1C. For each child mentioned. mark the "Yes" box in column 1I of the roster) .(Please note that a child cannot have more than one "Yes· box marked.) .(SKIP to Check Item T14 , Page 56) .
	j. Which (child/children) (is/are) covered by the agreement? 
	(Refer to the children listed in column 1C) .(For each child mentioned. mark the "Yes· box in column 1 H/1J of the roster.) .
	FOAM Slf'P-133001~2$-931 
	FOAM Slf'P-133001~2$-931 
	Page 55 

	.,. .
	Section 5 -TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 
	PartC -CHILD SUPPORTAGREEMENTS tContlnuedJ 
	2k. How are the payments supposed to be received7 Are they received -(Read responses.) 
	· I. What Is the total amountthat ••• actually received In child support payments underthat agreement, during the past 12 months7 
	m. How regularly are child support payments recelved7 Are they received -(Read resporrsesJ 
	agency7 '0Some other method 
	agency7 '0Some other method 
	x10DK 

	: 8460 il~s_ ___.I .~ 
	I 
	I 
	X30 None -SKIP to 2n OR x10DK 

	IW61 14,~J,e!Jha t!P.i.!l. 
	~ 

	; -2 ost of the time .1 3 0 Some of the time .'0None of the time .
	n. Under the terms of the agreement with the other : IW62 I 1 0 Yes 
	parent, is ••• due any back payments for child 
	parent, is ••• due any back payments for child 
	support owed prior to the last 12 months? 

	o. Would you saythe amount due .. • is 
	(Read responses) 
	(Read responses) 

	p. What kinds of provisions for health care costs · are included in the child support agreement? 
	Mark (XJ all that apply. 
	Mark (XJ all that apply. 

	q. 
	q. 
	q. 
	What child custody arrangements does the· most recent agreement specify? 

	r. .
	r. .
	Does the child support agreement specify the visitation arrangement between the child(ren) and the other parent7 


	~--• Refer to the roster, column 1H/1J. 
	Is more than one child marked "Yes"? 
	Is more than one child marked "Yes"? 

	2s. Did all the children visit the other parent about the same number of days In the last 12 months? 
	t. What is tha total amount of time (the child/all children/the oldest child) spent visiting the other parent in the last 12 months? 
	1 8459 .1ODirectly from the other parent7 
	2 0 Through a court7 
	2 0 Through a court7 
	3 0 Through the welfare or child support 
	2 O No -SKIP to 2p
	1 

	Xt 0 DK : 8463 I t 0 Less than $500 
	1 

	Specifyil 
	Specifyil 

	1 2 0 Between $500 and $5,000 3 0 More than $5,000 x1 0DK 
	I 8'6-4 1 0 Non-custodial parent to provide health insurance 
	2 0 Custodial parent to provide health insurance 
	2 0 Custodial parent to provide health insurance 
	3 0 .Non-custodial parent to pay actual medical costs directly 
	'0.Child support payments to include cash medical support 
	sONone 
	6 0 Other-Specifyil 
	t OJoint legal and physical custody 2 0 Joint legal with mother physical custody 3 0 Joint legal with father physical custody '0 Mother legal and physical custody s0 Father legal and physical custody 6 0 Split custody 1 0 Other -Specify
	7 


	10Yes 
	:!!ill .

	20No 
	20No 

	; 8472 1 10Yes I 2 0 No -SKIP to 2t 
	; 8'73 I .1O Yes -ASK2t for all children O No_ ASK2t for oldest child
	2 

	1 
	1 
	.._...._.....1...__.I Days 
	rnweeks 

	rnMonths 1 7 xJ O None 
	80

	~x10DK 
	Pa~e 57 
	Pa~e 57 

	--· .
	Section 5 -TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 
	Part C -CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS (Continued) 
	3j. How regularly are child support p,.ment1 1D All of the time received? Are they received -(Rea responses} 
	:..991 

	2 D Most of the time
	2 D Most of the time

	I I 3 0 Some of the time 
	I '0None of the time 
	k. Under the terms of the (agreement/understanding) i8500 j 10Yes 
	I 

	with the other parent, is .• • due any back 
	with the other parent, is .• • due any back 

	payments for child support owed prior to the last 
	12 months? 
	12 months? 
	I. Would you say the amount due . •• Is 
	(Read responses} 

	m. What kinds of provisions for health care costs were agreed to? 
	Mark (XJ all that apply. 
	Mark (XJ all that apply. 
	n. What child custody arrangements does the .(agreement/understanding) specify? .

	D No -SKIP to 3m 1 xi D DK 1 
	2 

	; 8501 I 1 D Less than $500 I 2 D Between $500 and $5,000 I 3 D More than $5,000 
	I 
	x10DK
	x10DK

	I 
	, D Non-custodial parent to provide health 
	, D Non-custodial parent to provide health 

	~ insurance 
	I 
	: 8503 l 2 0 Custodial parent to provide health insuran• 
	~3 D Non-custodial parent to pay actual · medical costs directly 
	I . 
	: 8505 I 'DChild support payments to include cash medical support 
	I 

	; esos I sDNone 
	; 9507 j &00ther-Specify;? 
	I I I I 
	; esoe I 1 D Child(ren) live with mother I 2 D Child(ren) live with father 3 0 Child(ren) live with mother and with father 
	I 

	I 
	,QNone 
	I 

	I s0 Other-Specify;? I I I I I 
	o. Does the child support (agreement/understanding) ; 
	8509 

	10Yes 
	10Yes 
	I 

	cover the visitation arrangement between the 

	child(ren) and the other parent? . : 
	Refer to the roster, column 1H/1J. 
	I 

	..,~,.,....
	~ Is more than one child marked "Yes"? 
	·-:•:::i• 

	I 
	3p. Did all the children visit the other parent about S the same number ofdays in the last 12 months? 
	I 
	q. What is the total amount of time (the child/all I 
	children/the oldest child) spent visiting the other parent in the last 12 months7 
	children/the oldest child) spent visiting the other parent in the last 12 months7 
	.. 
	-

	CHECK . Refer to cc item 28
	t"f:EM.'~,1~~~J 
	Sample person's Gender 
	Sample person's Gender 

	· CH£¢K u Refer to cc item 26a. 
	ffJ_M..J:!.~ 
	Sample person's Marital Status . ~ .. .. -. -' .... .. 
	Sample person's Marital Status . ~ .. .. -. -' .... .. 

	~ 
	s513 I 
	i

	a 
	~ ~
	20No 
	20No 
	10Yes .2 0 No -SKIP to 3q .
	1 D Yes -ASK 3q for all children 2 0 No -ASK 3q for oldest child 


	I I I IDays 
	I I I IDays 
	I I I IDays 

	weeks .Months .
	CD
	CD

	XJ0None 
	XJ0None 
	x10DK 

	I I Male -SKIP to 3s fp. 64J .I I Female .
	I I Never Married, -GO to Check Item T1 6c fp.60) I I All Others -SKIP to Check Item T16e (p. 62) -. .. .
	~ 
	~ 
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	Person # __ _ Person#___ Person#___ Person # _ _ _ Person # ___ 
	Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	II Yes 
	II Yes 
	I I Yes 
	II Yes 

	II No 
	II No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 

	II DK 
	II DK 
	[) DK 
	II DK 
	II DK 
	II DK 

	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	II Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 

	I I. No 
	I I. No 
	II No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 

	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 

	II Yes 
	II Yes 
	II Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 

	II No 
	II No 
	I I No 
	II No 
	I I No 
	I I No 

	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 

	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	II Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 

	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	II No 
	I I No 
	[I No 

	[I DK 
	[I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	[I DK 

	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 
	II Yes 
	I I Yes 
	I I Yes 

	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	I I No 
	[I No 

	II DK 
	II DK 
	I I DK 
	I I DK 
	[I DK 
	I I DK 

	I I Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 I I Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 
	I I Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 I I Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 
	I l Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 
	I I Yes -ASK 3r.2-3r.6 

	for next child 
	for next child 
	fornext child 
	for next child 
	for next child 

	I I No -SKIP to 
	I I No -SKIP to 
	I I No -SKIP to 
	I I No -SKIP to 
	I I No -SKIP to 
	I I No SKIP to 

	3s (p.64) 
	3s (p.64) 
	3s (p.64) 
	3s fp.64J 
	3s (p.64) 
	3s (p.64) 


	Page 6if 
	Person # ___ Person#___ Person I ___ Person#___ Person#___ 
	Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 
	I I Yes II No II DK 
	[I Yes l I tfo I I DK 
	[I Yes l I tfo I I DK 

	l I Yes l I No II DK 
	I I Yes l I No [I DK 
	I I Yes l I No [I DK 

	II Yes I I No I I DK 
	I I Yes ·ASK3r.9· 3r. 13 for next child 
	I I Yes ·ASK3r.9· 3r. 13 for next child 
	[I No -SKIP to 3s 
	(p.64) 
	[) l I No CJ DK 
	[I Yes [)No I I DK 
	l I Yes l I No II DK 
	[I Yes [)No l I DK 
	l I Yes 11 No I I DK 

	I I Yes· ASK 3r.9· 3r. 13 for next child 
	l I No -SKIP to 3s 
	(p.64) 
	(p.64) 
	[I Yes Cl No [)DK 
	I I Yes II No [) DK 
	l I Yes l I No [)DK 
	I I Yes I I No I I DK 
	I I Yes -ASK 3r.93r.13 for next child 
	l I No -SKIP to 3s 
	(p.64) 
	I I Yes l I No I I DK 
	l I Yes I I No I I DK 
	I I Yes Cl No l I DK 
	I I Yes I I No I I DK 

	[I Yes· ASK 3r.93r. 13 for next child 
	l I No -SKIP to 3s 
	(p.64) 
	(p.64) 

	l I Yes l I No [) DK 
	I I Yes CJ No [I DK 
	[I Yes I I No [) DK 
	[) Yes I I No I I DK 
	I I No • SKIP to 3s 
	(p.64) 
	Page t3 
	Section 5 -TO'PICAL MODULES (Continued) 
	_-··-·---·····!•rtp_:.CHIY.J-~~P-~RTAGRE~~~(Continued) 
	d. Did ••• receiveany help from the agency : 1544 I 1D Yes · . (last contactl1 · 2 D No -SKIP to Check Item T18. . 
	e. What kind of help did ••• receive (Last contactJ1 1 D Locate the other parent Mark (XJ all that.apply. 2 O Establish paternity/maternity 10Establish support obligation : 8548 I ,QEstablish medical support 
	· : 8549 I '0Enforce support order : 8550 I • 0 Modify an order : 8551 I 1 D Other -Specify ;;r 
	I I I 
	I I I 

	·Are any children listed in 1C {p.55) of the roster IC J Yes 
	marked "Yes• In 1D/1 K {Children with NO IC J No· SKIP to 12 fp. 71J 
	Support agreement!? I 
	I 

	I 
	I 

	-+-~·----··-----·-----
	-

	Refer to cc item 28 -:C ) ~ale • SKIP to Check Item 77lTfp. 70) IC I Female I 
	Sample person's Gender 
	I 

	I 
	I 
	I 

	Refer to cc item 26a. :r I. Never Married -SKIP to Check Item T21a (p.66) J All Others -SKIP to Check Item T2 fb (p.681 I 
	:r 
	Sample person's Marital Status 
	I 

	I .I .
	I .I .
	' 
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	Person I ___ Person#___ Person I ___ Person I _ _ -"-Person I:_ __ 
	Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 
	Cl Yes I I Yes I I Yes (I Yes I I Yes I I No [)No (.) No I I No ( J No I I DK I J DK CJ DK I I DK I I DK 
	I I Yes I I Yes { ! YH {} -Yes-I I Yes I I No Cl No I I No Cl No I I No II DK CJ OK ()DK CJ DK I I DK 
	I I Yes II Yes I l Yes II Yes I I Yes 11 No II No II No I I No ! I No I I DK I I DK I J DK Cl DK I I DK 
	I I Yes I I Yes I I Yes l I Yes I I Yes II No II No II No I I No I l No II DK I I DK II DK II DK I I DK 
	I I Yes I I Yes I I Yes [ l Yes I I Yes II No I I No I l No [I No 11 No 11 DK I I DK 11 DK [I DK 11 DK 
	( 1 Yes -ASK 6a-6e for II Yes ·ASK6a-6e for I I Yes · ASK 6a-6e [) Yes· ASK 6a-6e for next child next child for next child next child 
	( l No • SKIP to ( l No· SKIP to II No· SKIP to () No -SKIP to I I No -SKIP to Item 8 (p. 70) Item 8 fp.70) Item 8 (p. 70) Item 8 (p. 70) Item· 8 (p. 70) 
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	.,. .
	Person I ___ Person#___ Person I ___ Person#___ Person.I __~ 
	Name: Name: Name: Name: Name: 
	.. 
	.. 
	.. ... . 

	. .. . . ,
	. 

	.. . ' ' 
	, 
	, 
	. 

	;~>
	.. ' 
	-


	. .... ., , . 
	~..··. 
	., .. ' ·~
	., .. ' ·~
	-


	l I Yes -Iflase child SKIP I I Yes -LItut 'hild. I I Yes -lf/fl.i.C '1J.i7d.. I I Yes -If{asc child. [ I Yes • SKIP co Check to Check Item T25 for SKIP to Check Item SKIP to Check Item SKIP to Check Item Item T25 for this child this child T25 for this child T25 for this child T25 for this child 
	IfaP.l /au 'hi/fl.Ask 7a lfnQt {UC '-hi!Ji. Ask 7a IfaP.Ufl.i.U;.hild..Ask 7a llaP.UUC '-hild_Ask 7a for next child for next child for next child for next child 
	r 
	l I No -SKIP to 7c l I No • SKIP to 7c [ I No • SKIP to 7c C J No --sKIV'io IC--rrt:Jo -SKIP to 7c .for this child for this child for this child for this child for this child .
	, ·... 
	.. 

	l I Yes [I Yes l I Yes [I Yes I I Yes 
	I I No l I No [I No [) No I I No 
	I I DK [ l DK l I DK l I DK l I DK 
	I( I Yes [ l Yes [I Yes l I Yes l I Yes I( I No [ l No I I No l I No l I No l I DK [ l DK l I DK l I DK [ l DK 
	l I Yes l I Yes [I Yes l I Yes [ l Yes ,[I No l I No [] No l I No [] No l I DK I I DK [] DK l I DK [ l DK. 
	[I Yes l I Yes I I Yes l I Yes I I Yes 
	I I No I I No I I No ( l No I I No 
	l I DK I I DK I I DK [ l DK ( l DK 
	l I Yes [I Yes ( l Yes ( l Yes ( l Yes 
	I I No l I No I I No I I No I I No 
	I I DK I I DK I I DK I I DK l I DK 
	( l Yes -GO to 7a I I Yes -GO.to 7a [ l Yes· GO to 7a l I Yes -GO to 7a .for next child for next child for next child for next child .
	I I No I I No I I No I I No I I No 
	( I Yes · SKIP to Check I I Yes -SKIP to Check I l Yes -SKIP to Check I I Yes • SKIP to Check I I Yes -SKIP to Check Item T27 (p.70) Item T27 fp. 70) Item T27 (p. 701 Item T27 (p. 701 Item T27 fp. 70) 
	I I No -SKIP to 8 fp. 70J I I No -SKIP to 8 fp.701 I I No· SKIP to 8 tp.701 I l No· SKIP to 8 /p.701 I I No -SKIP to 8 fp.701 
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	Section 5 -TOPICAL MODULES (Continued) 
	Part C -CHILD SUPPORT AGREEMENTS (Continued) 
	9a. Why were child support ., payments not agreed to or · awarded for •• .'s (youngest) (oldest) child without an award7 
	Record person numberofchild 
	Record person numberofchild 
	Marie <XJ all that apply. 

	9b. Where does the other parent for 
	this (youngest) (oldest) child now 
	this (youngest) (oldest) child now 
	live? 

	9c. .What is the total amount of time the (youngest) (oldest) child spent visiting the other parent in the last 12 months7 
	10 .Were any payments received 
	• from the other parent(s) in the last 12months for any of ...'s children without a child support agreement7 
	• from the other parent(s) in the last 12months for any of ...'s children without a child support agreement7 
	11.What is the total amount that ..• received from the other parent(sl in the past 12 months7 

	12. .Were any non-cash items or services for child support received for any of ...'s children7 
	YOUNGEST CHILD : 8555 I _I____I Person number 
	: 1557 l 
	I 
	I 

	: 1559 l ; 1561 I 
	: 11563 l : 11565 l 
	1 
	1 
	1 

	: 1567 l : 8569 l 
	; 1511 I 
	I I 
	I I 

	: 1573 I 
	~ ~ 
	; 1571 I : 1579 j 
	I 
	I 

	~ 
	I 
	I 
	1 0 Legal paternity not .established .1 0 Unable to locate parent .2 0 Other parent unable to pay .3 0 Final agreement pending .
	' 0 Accepted property .settlement in lieu of child .support .
	& 0 Do not want child support .& 0 Did not pursue award .1 0 Other -Specify 
	7 .

	1 0 Same county/city 
	2 0 Same State (different 
	county/city) .3 0 Different State .'0Other parent deceased 
	SKIP to 4J/O s 0 Other -Specify 8582 
	7 

	x1D Unknown 

	!1583 ii l8585 I 
	!1583 ii l8585 I 
	!1583 ii l8585 I 
	IDays rnWeeks 

	: 1587 I 
	: 1587 I 
	rn
	Months 


	~X30None ~x10DK 
	: 8593 f .,QYes 2 0 No -SKIP to 12 
	1 

	~1~$-~I.[;] .
	~1~$-~I.[;] .
	~1~$-~I.[;] .
	OR x10DK 
	OLDEST CHILD 
	Person number , 0 Legal paternity not established 1 0 ynable to locate parent 2 0 Other parent unable to pay 3 0 Final agreement pending 
	...___.__.___.I 

	• 0 Accepted property settlement in lieu of child support 
	s0 Do not want child support 1 0 Did not pursue award 1 0 Other -Specify 
	7 

	1 0 Same county/city .2 0 Same State (different .
	county/city) 3 0 Different State c0 Other parent deceased 
	SKIP to II /0 .s0 Other -Specify 
	7 .

	x1D Unknown 
	Days 
	.___.__.__,I 

	rnweeks 
	rnMonths XJO None x10 DK 

	: 8595 I , D Yes -Specify__________________ 20No 
	FORM Slfl'P-13300 CS-2S-131 
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	APPENDIX B .

	Protocol for Phase I ."Proof of Paternity" Cognitive Interviews .
	GLOBAL PROBES "Tell me what you are thinking about." ."Can you tell me more about that?" ."Keep talking." .
	CLARIFYING PROBES "I'm not sure I understand what you are saying. Can you tell me again what you mean?" ."What do you mean when you say (respondent's own words)?" .
	Paternity Established Through a Court Action .Tell me in your own words what you think this question is asking. .
	In the first sentence I just read, "One reason a parent might not have a written arrangement .about child support is because there was never a ruling that legally identified the father . " .What do you think "a ruling that legally identified the father" means? .
	What does it mean to have a "court legally identify the father?" 
	Paternity Established Through a Blood Test .What does the phrase "legally identified by a blood test" mean? .
	Can you tell me anything more about what a blood test is? .Paternity Established Through a Birth Certificate .In your own words, what is this question talking about? .
	What did you think of when I said "voluntarily sign a paper that legally identifies him as .the child's father" .
	What does the term "voluntarily" mean to you? .Paternity Established Through the Father's Signature on Papers Acknowledging Paternity.What do you think "any other paper" is referring to? .
	Can you give me an example of a paper that the father might sign that says he is the father? .
	APPENDIX C .
	APPENDIX C .

	Child Support Supplnnent Research-Beha•ior Coding Form Tape Number l__l__I_ Coder l__l__l__l__I Mo l__l__I Day l__l__I Page __of_ 
	Q XL Interviewer Behavior Codes Respondent Behavior Codes I Note Interviewer Note R Note Respondent Noto• • • • • • • • • • • Code Code EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IF NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK EX ST PR-SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU A
	' 
	EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RP OT UK .EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP_NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK ·-.. .
	-
	-

	EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK .EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AP IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK .EX ST PR SC MC AV IV AF IP NA OT UK AA IA QU Al RC IN DK RF OT UK .
	Comments: 
	Interviewer and Respondent Behavior Codes 
	Interviewer Codes EX Exact Question Wording ST Incorrect Stress 
	PR .Pronoun Changes 
	SC .Slight Change in Question Wording 
	MC .Major Change in Question Wording 
	AV .Adequate Verification 
	Inadequate Verification 
	AF .Adequate Followup 
	IF .Inadequate Followup 
	NA Not Asked OT Other 
	UK .Unknown 
	The interviewer reads the question exactly as written. 
	The interviewer does not stress capitalized words when she reads the question. 
	Interviewer substitutes pronouns or "this child" or "the children" for the name of the child or the names of the children. 
	Interviewer adds or deletes one or two words in a way that does not alter the meaning of the question or response categories. 
	Interviewer adds or deletes one or more words that alter the meaning of the question from the question or response categories . 
	Interviewer changes the initial reading _of the question (orfollows the initial reading of the question ..with a verification} to take into account information previous 1 y provided by the respondent, but does not change the meaning of the question or distort the information already provided by the respondent. 
	Interviewer changes the initial reading of the question (orfollows the initial reading of the question with a verification} to take into account information already provided by the respondent, but changes the meaning of the question or distort information already provided by the respondent. 
	"Followup" describes most interviewer behavior that occurs after the initial reading of the question or an initial verification. Followups include probes, answers to respondents' questions, and so on, without introducing a major change to the questionwording. 
	"Followup" describes most interviewer behavior that occurs after the initial reading of the question or an initial verification. Inadequate fo11 owups inc1ude probes, answers to respondents'questions, and so on, in a way that introduces a major change to the question wording . 
	Interviewer does not ask the question. 
	Interviewer does not ask the question. 

	The interviewer follows the initial reading of the question with a "pre-probe" before the respondent can answer or the coder is not sure how to code the interviewer's behavior. 
	,. 

	You cannot hear well enough to make a judgement about what code to use. 
	Respondent Codes AA Adequate Answer 
	Respondent Codes AA Adequate Answer 
	IA Inadequate Answer 
	QU Qualification 
	AI Additional Information 
	RC Request for Clarification IN Interruption DK Don't Know 
	RF Refusal 
	RF Refusal 
	The respondent provides an answer that can be coded and unambiguously meets the objectives of the question or the respondent accepts a verification or probe in a way that constitutes an adequate answer. 


	The respondent provides an answer to a question that cannot be coded or does not meet the question objectives or is ambiguous. 
	The respondent qualifies her or his answer, for example, bysaying "probably," "I think," "maybe about," "as far as I know," and so on. 
	The respondent provides information other than the question asked for. A question usually asks for a "yes/no" answer or a choice from among a set of offered categories. Use this code if the respondent provides information other than the requested "yes/no" or category choice. The code is used in addition to the AA and IA codes. 
	The respondent asks for clarification or asks that the repea~~d. 
	question or response categories be 

	The respondent interrupts the initial reading of the question. 
	The respondent states that she does not have kn owl edge or information to answer the question. 
	The respondent refuses to answer the question. 



